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The AlphaTalker II
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What is the AlphaTalker II?
6XPPDU\�
7KH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,�LV�DQ�LQWURGXFWRU\�DXJPHQWDWLYH
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�DLG�WKDW�XVHV�WKH�0LQVSHDN YLVXDO ODQJXDJH
V\VWHP�IRU�VWRUDJH�DQG�UHWULHYDO�RI�PHVVDJHV�

The AlphaTalker II is a communication aid meant to introduce
users to augmentative communication in general and to a low cost
communication aid which uses Minspeak, specifically.

The AlphaTalker II is designed to be as easy to use as possible. It is
limited in part by its memory (6.5 minutes of standard or 11.5
minutes of extended speech) and because of this the Minspeak
system used is geared more for beginners than advanced
communicators.  Nonetheless, the AlphaTalker II has been
engineered for the diverse community of people who need a
communication aid.

The AlphaTalker II has all the functions that will help AAC users
to develop interactive communication skills at their own pace.  It
will meet the communication needs of cognitively impaired clients
and/or young children, but you may find that by using the
AlphaTalker II with Minspeak some people will improve their
language and communication skills enough that they grow beyond
the limits of the device.  These people may want to move up to a
more powerful communication device in order to use a more
advanced Minspeak vocabulary system.

The Operator's Manual should be used to set up your AlphaTalker
II.  You will find explanations for every function the AlphaTalker
II can perform and instructions on how to use the functions.  After
the initial set-up, keep the manual handy as a reference.
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LED = Light Emitting Diode

Control Panel

Front of the AlphaTalker II
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What’s on the Front of AlphaTalker II

Control Panel Door—the small door on the upper right corner of
the AlphaTalker II opens to reveal the Control Panel.

Control Panel—this area contains the most often used functions
and selection techniques. Use the buttons on the right side of the
panel to store, record, review and erase messages.  Choose a
selection technique, an overlay, etc., from the left side of the panel.

Microphone—the recording microphone is under the small round
grill near the center of the Control Panel.

Keyboard and LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes)—the AlphaTalker
II comes with a 32 location keyboard, Unity vocabulary and
overlay.  Activate the keys by pressing on them, by using a single
or dual switch or by using a headpointer.  When a key is activated
its LED lights and you hear a beep.

Keyguard—the keyguard fits over the keyboard and outlines the
keys on the keyboard.  It is made of durable plastic.  Remove the
keyguard by lifting up on the bottom right or left corner.

Overlay Protector—the overlay protector is a thin piece of vinyl
that fits on top of the overlay and helps to protect it from spills,
crumbs, etc.  Place the keyguard on top of the overlay protector.

Overlay—the overlay fits underneath the overlay protector, on top
of the keyboard.  To change the overlay lift up the keyguard,
remove the overlay protector and replace the overlay with a new
one. Place the overlay protector and keyguard back down over the
overlay.

Toolbox—Remove the keyguard, overlay protector and overlay to
see the Toolbox.  The Toolbox contains various 'tools' (or
functions) which you can change to increase the AlphaTalker II's
usefulness to you. The keys with text on them are the "tools."
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BATTERY 
CHARGER 
AND LED

DUAL MIC MULTI 
SWITCH

MONO
EXT. 
SPKR

 
SPKR. 
VOL.EAR 

RS232

EAR 
VOL

ÂWarning!
Do not plug an earphone into the EXTERNAL

SPEAKER jack.
This could cause damage to your hearing.

Connectors On the Top Panel
of the AlphaTalker II
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What's on the Top Panel of AlphaTalker
II

Battery Charging Jack and LED—plug the battery charger that
came with the AlphaTalker II in here.  When it is plugged in, the
LED (Light Emitting Diode) lights.  (See the next page for an
explanation of the battery lights.) When the batteries get low the
AlphaTalker II says, "Batteries are low" so you will know to plug
in the charger.

Dual (or stereo) Jack—plug a dual switch or a headpointer in
here.  If you are using two single switches, plug one single switch
in here and the other one in the MONO jack.

External Microphone Jack—plug an external microphone in
here.

Multi-Switch (DB-9)—plug a Remote Switch Box into this
connector.

Mono Jack—plug a single switch in here or, if you are using two
single switches, plug one switch in here and the other switch into
the DUAL jack.

External Speaker Jack—plug an external speaker in here.

External Earphone Jack—plug an external earphone in here.

Speaker Volume Control—rotate this up or down to control the
loudness or softness of the internal speaker.  p Both the ear and
speaker volume knobs can be removed from the outside of the case
and mounted to the inside if you prefer.  See APPENDIX F .

Ear Volume Control—rotate this up or down to control the
volume you hear if you are using an earphone.

RS-232—plug in any RS-232 (serial) cable here.  The cable used
for memory transfer and keyboard emulation plugs in here.
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Charge the Batteries Regularly
6XPPDU\�
&KDUJH�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,
V�EDWWHULHV�RQ�D�UHJXODU�EDVLV��VXFK�DV
RYHUQLJKW�HYHU\�QLJKW�LI�WKH�GHYLFH�LV�XVHG�HYHU\GD\�

The AlphaTalker II should run for about 10 hours of normal use
before you will need to charge the batteries. If you use the device
everyday, we recommend that you charge it overnight so that it is
ready to use the following morning.  Charge the batteries for
approximately 8 hours.  The AlphaTalker II will not lose its
memory, even if the batteries go dead.

When the batteries are low the AlphaTalker II speaks, "Batteries
are low."  You hear this warning at the end of any spoken message
and when you try to store or erase messages.  If you continue to
speak messages, the "Batteries are low" reminder is spoken at the
end of each message.  You will not be able to store or erase until
you plug in the battery charger.

When the battery charger is plugged in, the battery charging LED
lights/flashes to indicate one of three battery states:
1. A solid light means the AlphaTalker II batteries are dead.
2. If the LED is flashing quickly (every 1/2 second), the

AlphaTalker II is fast-charging.
3. If the LED is flashing slowly (once every 2 seconds), the

AlphaTalker II is trickle-charging.  This means the batteries are
full but you may keep the charger plugged in if you wish.

For more battery information, see the TROUBLESHOOTING section
in this manual and the AlphaTalker section of the MTI Manual.

�0Warning!  You must use the correct battery charger
with the AlphaTalker.  Using an unauthorized battery charger may
damage the batteries.  In North America use only the battery
charger with the part number, BCPS-1.  In CE Standard countries
use only the battery charger with part number, BCPS-UK-2.
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3UHVV�WKH 32:(5�21�2)) EXWWRQ
LQ�WKH�&RQWURO�3DQHO�

:KHQ�WKH�GHYLFH�KDV�EHHQ�WXUQHG�RII
iQ�WKH�&RQWURO�3DQHO� QRWKLQJ  LQ�WKH
GHYLFH�ZLOO�ZRUN�

7XUQ�WKH�GHYLFH�EDFN 21 E\�JRLQJ�WR
WKH�FRQWURO�3DQHO�DQG�SUHVVLQJ�WKH
32:(5 EXWWRQ�DJDLQ�

MEMORY
FULL

ON/
OFF

ERASE

STORE

RECORD

REVIEW

7R�7XUQ�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,
&RPSOHWHO\�2II

I
O

POWER

Turn the AlphaTalker II Completely Off
by Using the POWER (ON/OFF/I/O) Button
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Turn the AlphaTalker II Completely Off
by Activating the POWER ON/OFF Key in
the Control Panel
6XPPDU\�
7KH�32:(5�21�2))�NH\�LQ�WKH�&RQWURO�3DQHO�WXUQV�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU
,,�2Q�RU�2II���:KHQ�\RX�SUHVV�WKLV�NH\��WKH�GHYLFH�WXUQV
FRPSOHWHO\�2II���7KLV�FRQVHUYHV�EDWWHU\�HQHUJ\�

The key in the Control Panel that is labeled POWER (ON/OFF/I/O) is
the POWER key for the AlphaTalker II.  You can turn the
AlphaTalker II's system completely Off by pressing the POWER

key.  You will hear a descending two-toned beep when you turn the
device Off or a rising two-toned beep when you turn it On. Each
time you turn the device On, 4 LEDs on the top row of the
keyboard flicker.  This takes only a second or so and is normal.

The AlphaTalker II comes with the AUTO POWER DOWN tool set to
On in the Toolbox.  This means that the AlphaTalker II
automatically powers down after two (2) minutes if you do not
make any key or switch activations.  You can also turn the
AlphaTalker II Off from the Control Panel even when the AUTO

POWER DOWN tool is On.  If you turn the AUTO POWER DOWN tool
to Off, however, the AlphaTalker II will never go Off unless you
turn it Off from the Control Panel.

If you are not going to use the AlphaTalker II for a considerable
length of time, turn it OFF from the Control Panel. This helps to
save the batteries.

Any time the AlphaTalker II is turned Off from the Control Panel it
must be turned back On from the Control Panel. Turning the
AlphaTalker II OFF from the Control Panel will not cause the
device to lose its memory.
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What is Minspeak?
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Minspeak Allows You to have a Larger
Vocabulary and Makes the Vocabulary
Easier to Access
6XPPDU\�
0LQVSHDN�LV�D�YRFDEXODU\�RUJDQL]DWLRQ�V\VWHP�WKDW�DOORZV�\RX�WR
VWRUH�D�ODUJH�QXPEHU�RI�PHVVDJHV�WKDW�FDQ�EH�DFFHVVHG�ZLWK
RQO\�D�IHZ�NH\�DFWLYDWLRQV���7KH�0LQVSHDN�V\VWHP�PDNHV�LW�HDV\
WR�UHPHPEHU�ZKLFK�ORFDWLRQV�\RX�PXVW�DFWLYDWH�WR�VSHDN�\RXU
PHVVDJHV�

The AlphaTalker II uses a patented system called Minspeak to help
you communicate.

Minspeak  is a means of coding vocabulary to a small set of icons
(pictures) which are rich in meaning.  Minspeak's use of icons taps
into a person's natural tendency to associate multiple meanings to
pictures.  By coding a large vocabulary of words, phrases and
whole messages using this small set of icons, Minspeak offers
many advantages:
• it is logical in how it represents a person's language;
• it is learnable because it easily fits into a person's natural ability

to associate many meanings with one picture;
• it promotes language development by providing a rich

vocabulary of words that you can combine into sentences;
• because the small set of icons remains the same on every

overlay, you can, with practice, learn to automatically recall
your vocabulary;

• it promotes further language development by offering many
opportunities for language-learning experiences.

These advantages lead to the ultimate benefit of Minspeak—it
allows for and promotes independent, effective communication.
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An Example of Icon Associations

Minspeak uses icon combinations to represent a vocabulary.
Suppose you want to store the word, "Where."  Minspeak allows
you to choose several icons to represent the word.  If you choose a
two icon sequence, you can speak the word with only two key
activations.  This results in a 60% savings in key activations over
spelling out the word.

Minspeak also makes it easy for the user to remember which
locations he/she must activate to speak a message.  Here is where
the power of the icons becomes apparent.  When storing a message
you pick icons that will remind you of its contents. With the word

"who", you might choose the sequence,�Z�plus 8.  In this

case the icons were chosen because Z�represents a question

and 8represents a person who you may or may not know.

You will notice that in the future when you want to speak the word
"who" you can simply activate the icons you chose while storing
the message.  Not only does this require fewer activations, but with
practice it will become automatic to recall.  If the association of
"where" with the map of an island is not understood to start with,
there is a good teaching activity built into this kind of Minspeak
sequence to help a person understand and to create a rewarding
language experience.

Minspeak icons are rich in meaning.  The meanings associated
with the icons can be the meanings you learn from your vocabulary
program and they can also have very individual meanings. For

instance, the icon, 6 might be used in different sequences to
mean 'umbrella', 'weather', 'under',  'rain', 'whether', or any number
of other things that the icon makes you think of.
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About Selecting Your Own Minspeak
Icons to Represent a Message
6XPPDU\�
:KHQ�FKRRVLQJ�LFRQV�IRU�PHVVDJHV�FRQVLGHU�WKH��UXOHV��IRU�\RXU
YRFDEXODU\�SURJUDP���WKH�DVVRFLDWLRQV�DQ�LFRQ�PD\�KDYH���WKH
FDWHJRU\�\RXU�PHVVDJH�PD\�EHORQJ�LQ��KRZ�HDV\�WKH�DVVRFLDWLRQ
EHWZHHQ�LFRQ�DQG�ZRUG�LV�WR�OHDUQ��WR�UHPHPEHU�DQG�WR�WHDFK�
ZKDW�LFRQV�PLJKW�EH�FRPELQHG�WR�UHSUHVHQW�D�ZLGH�UDQJH�RI
PHVVDJHV�

An overlay is in place on your device.  This overlay is based on the
Unity vocabulary for AlphaTalker. This means that you have lots
of words, phrases and messages already stored in your device.  It is
important, however, that you learn how to choose icons for any
messages you want to store yourself.

A big consideration in choosing icons sequences is that they are
logical, easy to learn and easy to remember.

If you are using a vocabulary program you will want your own
sequences to work the same way as the sequences work in your
program.  To achieve this you need to understand the "rules" of
your vocabulary program.  Spend a little time thinking about
multiple associations for icons.  This will help you to understand
how various icons can be combined to represent a word.  Also
spend some time thinking about what kind of 'category' your
message might fit into.  Organizing a vocabulary into categories is
something human beings do naturally. Having a vocabulary
program that is stored in the same way can help you learn and
remember your sequences more easily.  Consider, too, how
"teachable" an icon or an icon sequence is.

If you are not using a vocabulary program, you will want to
achieve the same goals, i.e., logical sequences that are easy to learn
and remember.  To achieve this you will want to devise a good
system for storing vocabulary.  Picking icons is part of this system.
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AlphaTalker II

KEYGUARD

OVERLAY
PROTECTOR

OVERLAY

TOOLBOX/
KEYBOARD

1

2

3

3

2

1

1. Remove keyguard.
2. Remove overlay
    protector.
3. Remove overlay.

3. Replace overlay.
2. Replace overlay
    protector.
1. Replace Keyguard.

REMOVE REPLACE

Changing an Overlay
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How to Change an Overlay

Your Unity overlay is divided into 32 squares. If you ordered an 8
or 4 location kit your overlays will have 8 or 4 squares.  You also
received two icon sticker sheets and some extra overlays.  You can
use the extra overlays if you want to create a special overlay for
specific use, such as a Scanning overlay.

How to Change an Overlay
Remove the keyguard by lifting up on the bottom edge and pulling
it toward you.  Remove the overlay protector and the overlay from
the keyboard.  What you see now is the Toolbox keyboard.  Place
the new overlay face up on the Toolbox keyboard and place the
overlay protector on top of the overlay.  Place the keyguard back
on the AlphaTalker II.  You may have to hold the overlay and
overlay protector with your fingers so that they don't slip while you
put the keyguard on.  See page 65 for instructions about changing
an 8 or 4 location overlay.
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MEMORY FULLTOOLBOX

EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.

4 LOC

KYB. ONLY

1 SWITCH

2 SWITCH

HEADPTNG

SELECT

ERASE

STORE

RECORD

REVIEW

R
E

C
O

R
D

IN
G

 L
E

V
E

L

THEME

ON/OFF 1 ICON 2 ICON

POWER ON/OFF

Use to select options 
and turn them on or off

Use to set 
and clear Themes

POWER

I
O

ON
OFF

The AlphaTalker Control Panel
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About the Control Panel and the Toolbox
6XPPDU\�
<RX�XVH�WKH�&RQWURO�3DQHO�WR�VWRUH�DQG�UHFRUG�PHVVDJHV��DQG�WR
FKRRVH�DQ�RYHUOD\�DQG�VHOHFWLRQ�WHFKQLTXH���<RX�XVH�WKH�7RROER[
WR�PDNH�FKDQJHV�LQ�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,
V�VHWWLQJV�

You will use the Control Panel and the Toolbox to set up the
AlphaTalker II the way you want it to be set up.  You can find the
Control Panel by lifting the lid on the upper right corner of the
AlphaTalker II.  The left side of the Control Panel lists the
selection techniques and type of overlay you can choose (4, 8, or
32 location) and allows you to open the Toolbox.  Press the
SELECT side of the SELECT/ON/OFF button to step through the
different options.  The light next to each option flashes as you step
to it.  Press the ON/OFF side to turn the option On or Off.  If the
LED lights when you press the ON/OFF side, the option is On (or
selected for use);  if the light goes out, the option is Off (or is no
longer in use).  The lights that are lit right now indicate that these
options are ON and were turned on at the factory.

The Toolbox is underneath the keyguard and overlay.  Just lift up
on the keyguard until it separates from the AlphaTalker II and then
remove the overlay protector and overlay.  What you see is the
Toolbox.  The keys with text on them are "tools" to help build the
AlphaTalker II into the best communication device for you.  You
can only activate keys in the Toolbox when the Toolbox is turned
ON.  You turn it On by pressing SELECT in the Control Panel until
you have stepped to TOOLS.  Then press the ON/OFF side.  The
TOOLS light goes On. When you are using the Toolbox you must
use direct selection by pressing on the keys. When you are finished
using the Toolbox, go to the Control Panel and press SELECT.
When the TOOLS light starts to blink, press the ON/OFF side.  The
TOOLS light goes out which indicates that the Toolbox is closed.
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scanning and direct key
selection

auditory  prompt key s

v alid key  selections

computer functions

key  feedback

sy stem functions

Press SET SCANNING SPEED or
SET ACCEPTANCE TIME, then press
any  of the key s with a clock  in the
upper right corner next to a number.

Any  Toolbox choice with a light  bulb
next to it is the default.This means that
it was turned ON at the factory  and the
key 's light will be lit.

Press SET BAUD RATE, then press any
of the key s with a computer  in the
upper right corner next to a number .

All other Toolbox keys toggle ON or OFF.

How to "Read" the Toolbox
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Learn How to "Read" the Toolbox
6XPPDU\�
:KHQ�WKH�7RROER[�LV�RSHQ��VRPH�/('V�ZLOO�EH�OLW��7KHVH�LQGLFDWH
WKDW�FHUWDLQ�RSWLRQV�DUH�WXUQHG�21���<RX�FDQ�FKDQJH�WKHVH
RSWLRQV�E\�SUHVVLQJ�WKH�NH\V�DQG�WXUQLQJ�RSWLRQV�2Q�RU�2II�

When you turn the Toolbox ON, some of the LEDs light.  LEDs
that are lit indicate that these options are defaults (pre-set at the
factory) and are ON. If there are two choices listed on a key, the
text on the top line is always the default.  The default option also
has a small light bulb icon next to it.  If there are two choices listed
on a key and no light is lit, that means the second (or bottom)
option is in use and the default is turned Off.  Keys that have only a
single choice will be either Off (light out) or On (light On).

The top two rows of keys also have numbers in the top right corner
of each key.  These numbers indicate different scanning speed and
acceptance time choices in seconds.  The small clock icon by the
numbers and on the SET SCANNING SPEED and SET ACCEPTANCE

TIME keys tells you that the numbers are used with these two keys.
(You will learn about these two options later in the manual.)

Four keys in the bottom row also have numbers on them and a
small computer icon.  You will use these four keys when you are
connected to a computer.  The numbers indicate different baud
rates (the speed at which information travels from the AlphaTalker
II to the computer).  You can choose the baud rate you want by
selecting the key with the number on it that you want.  (You will
learn about baud rate later in the manual.)

The Toolbox is easy to use.  You just turn it On, (in the Control
Panel), press the keys you want to use, and turn it Off.
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Selection Techniques
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Control Panel
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What is a Selection Technique?
6XPPDU\�
8VH�WKH�&RQWURO�3DQHO�DQG�WKH�7RROER[�WR�FKRRVH�WKH�6HOHFWLRQ
7HFKQLTXH�\RX�ZDQW�WR�XVH�WR�FRQWURO�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�

Selection Technique refers to the method you decide to use to
control the AlphaTalker II.  You can order 8 and 4 location
keyboards for all selection techniques.

Keyboard (Direct Selection)—the keyboard consists of 32 keys
on the front of the AlphaTalker II.  Press on the keys to activate
them.

Headpointer (Direct Selection)—the keys on the AlphaTalker II
are activated by the light gathering technique of Prentke Romich
Company's Optical Headpointer (OH-AT).  A headpointer plugs
into the DUAL connector on the back of the AlphaTalker II.

Single Switch Scanning—Use a single switch to scan to any key
on the keyboard.  Choose to scan by rows and columns or by
columns and rows. Plug a single switch into the MONO jack on the
back of the AlphaTalker II.

Dual Switch Scanning—use a dual switch or two single switches
to scan left, right, up and down to any key on the keyboard.  Plug a
dual switch into the DUAL connector on the back of the
AlphaTalker II.  Plug two single switches into the MONO and DUAL

jacks .

Remote Switch Box—plug up to eight single switches into the
remote switch box.  Each switch represents a particular key or set
of keys on the keyboard.  Plug the remote switch box itself into the
MULTI  connector on the back of the AlphaTalker II.

Choose a selection technique from the Control Panel.  Choose
options for your selection technique from the Toolbox.
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TOOLS
EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.
4 LOC

KYB. ONLY
1 SWITCH

2 SWITCH

HEADPTG
THEME

Plug switches or headpointer
into the proper connector
on the back of the AlphaTalker II

Press ON/OFFto the option you want On or
Off.  The LED next  to the option w ill light.

Press SELECT to step to the option you want.

TOOLS
EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.
4 LOC

KYB. ONLY
1 SWITCH

2 SWITCH

HEADPTG
THEME

if you want to make any Toolbox
selections such as:

Circular Scan
Scan Mode 2

Set Scanning Speed
Set Acceptance Time

SELECT ON/OFF 1 ICON 2 ICON

SELECT ON/OFF 1 ICON 2 ICON

2SHQ�WKH�7RROER[�

Making Your Selection Technique
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Make a Selection Technique Choice in the
Control Panel
6XPPDU\�
/LIW�WKH�VPDOO�OLG�RQ�WKH�WRS�ULJKW�FRUQHU�RI�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,�
3UHVVLQJ�WKH�6(/(&7�VLGH�RI�WKH�6(/(&7 21�2))�NH\�XQWLO�WKH�/('
QH[W�WR�WKH�WHFKQLTXH�\RX�ZDQW�WR�XVH�IODVKHV���7KHQ�SUHVV�WKH
21�2))�VLGH�RI�WKH�NH\�

ÂAll selection techniques require analysis of positioning to
prevent repetitive stress injuries.

Once you have decided which selection technique you want to use,
you must tell the AlphaTalker II by selecting the technique from
the Control Panel.  Lift the lid on the upper right corner of the
AlphaTalker II to see the Control Panel.  From the left side of the
Control Panel you can choose a selection technique, an overlay and
open the Toolbox.  By pressing the SELECT side of the SELECT

ON/OFF key you can step through all these options.  The LED
flashes for each option you step to.  Press the ON/OFF side to turn
the option On. The LED lights when you press the ON/OFF side of
the button.

To Choose A Selection Technique
1. Plug your switch or headpointer into the correct jack on the

back of the AlphaTalker II.
2. Open the Control Panel door.
3. Activate the SELECT side of the key to step through the

different selection techniques.  When you step to a location the
LED next to it flashes.

4. Activate the ON/OFF side of the key when you reach the
selection technique you want to use.  When the LED stays lit
the technique is On.

You can fine tune some techniques by selecting different options in
the Toolbox.
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AlphaTalker

1
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A        B           C          D          E          F
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�

KEYBOARD
as a Selection Technique

Step to KEYBOARDin the Control Panel.
Activate theON/OFF  side of the SELECT ON/OFF
button.

Even if you choose a different selection
technique, you can still use the keyboard

D

Press keys to make a selection

The Keyboard is the Default
Selection Technique
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The Keyboard as the Selection Technique
6XPPDU\�
,I�\RX�FKRRVH�WKH�.H\ERDUG�IRU�\RXU�VHOHFWLRQ�WHFKQLTXH��\RX
PXVW�EH�DEOH�WR�SUHVV�RQ�WKH�NH\V�ZLWK�\RXU�ILQJHU�RU�VRPH�NLQG
RI��SRLQW�DQG�SUHVV��GHYLFH�

The keyboard and the headpointer are the quickest selection
techniques.  With the keyboard you make direct selections simply
by pressing on the keys you want with your finger (or with the
eraser end of a pencil or some "point and press" device).  You can
use the keyboard with the 32, 8 or 4 location overlays. The default
key acceptance time is .01 second.

The keyboard is the default selection technique for the AlphaTalker
II.  This means that when you receive your AlphaTalker II you can
use it right away.  Just turn it On and then press the keys on the
keyboard.

After two (2) minutes, if no key selections are made, the
AlphaTalker II 'powers down' (turns off).  To turn it back on, just
activate a key or a switch.  You can change this automatic power
down function by turning the AUTO POWER DOWN key to Off in the
Toolbox.  When this function is turned Off, the AlphaTalker II will
not power down, but will stay On until you turn it off manually by
pressing the ON/OFF/I/O key in the Control Panel.

You must use the keyboard (not a switch or headpointer) when you
are in the Toolbox and you must press the individual keys to
activate them.  No matter what selection technique is chosen, the
keyboard is always available for use. 
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The AlphaTalker II will not power down at 
all unless you go to the Control Panel and 
activate the ON/OFF button.

You can have a single switch plugged into 
the MONO connector on the back of the 
AlphaTalker II. 
 
If no activations are made after 2 minutes 
the AlphaTalker II turns Off.  
  
Activate the switch once to turn AlphaTalker 
II back On.

Plug in Headpointer here
 

If also using a single switch, plug it in here

DUAL  MONO

HEADPOINTING
WITH AUTO POWER-DOWN ON 

(default)

WITH AUTO POWER DOWN OFF

Back of AlphaTalker II

In the Control Panel, activate SELECT 
and step to HEADPTNG.  Activate ON/OFF.

Headpointing as a Selection Technique
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Headpointing as a Selection Technique
6XPPDU\�
3OXJ�WKH�+HDGSRLQWHU�LQWR�WKH�FRQQHFWRU�ODEHOHG�'8$/�RQ�WKH
EDFN�RI�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,��6HOHFW��+HDGSRLQWHU��IURP�WKH�&RQWURO
3DQHO����$XWR�3RZHU�'RZQ��LV�WKH�GHIDXOW��WKH�GHYLFH�WXUQV�2II
DIWHU���PLQXWHV�LI�QR�DFWLYDWLRQV�DUH�PDGH����3OXJ�D�VLQJOH�VZLWFK
LQWR�WKH�0212�FRQQHFWRU�WR�ZDNH�GHYLFH�EDFN�XS�

Plug the headpointer cable into the jack labeled DUAL on the back
of the AlphaTalker II.  You can use the Headpointer with the 32, 8
and 4 location overlays.

If you select HEADPOINTING , you must point the headpointer at
the key you want.  After the "acceptance time" passes (1 second
default), the key is activated.  You can set a different acceptance
time in the Toolbox.  After 2 minutes, if no selections are made,
the AlphaTalker II powers down.  To wake it back up, you must
have a single switch plugged into the MONO jack on the back of the
AlphaTalker II.  Activate this switch once (or any key on the
keyboard) to turn the unit back on.

To avoid using the single switch you can go to the Toolbox and
activate the AUTO POWER DOWN key once.  This turns the
automatic power-down function Off (the light goes out).  The
AlphaTalker II then stays on until you turn it off manually by
pressing the ON/OFF/I/O key in the Control Panel.

Â when AUTO POWER DOWN is turned Off, the AlphaTalker II
does not turn off by itself.  You must turn it off in the Control
Panel using the ON/OFF/I/O button.  If you forget to turn the device
off when you have finished using it, the batteries will drain. Keep
the battery charger plugged in or post a note in a handy place that
will remind you to turn the AlphaTalker II off when you have
finished using it.
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Plug in  REMOTE SWITCH BOX  here 
Plug up to 8 single switches into the 
Remote box 

A     B      C     D       E      F     G    H

SWITCH 
1 or 2

SWITCH 
3 or 4

SWITCH 
5 or 6

SWITCH 
7 or 8

With a 4 Location Set-up

A     B      C     D      E     F       G    H

SWITCH 
1

SWITCH 
2

SWITCH 
3

SWITCH 
4

SWITCH 
5

SWITCH 
6

SWITCH 
7

SWITCH 
8

With 8 Location Set-up

A     B      C     D      E       F      G    H
S-1 S-2 S-3 S-4

S-5 S-6 S-7 S-8

With a 32 Location Set-up

MULTI

1

2

3

4

1 
2

3 
4

1 
2

3 
4

Remote Switch Option
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Remote Switch Option
6XPPDU\�
3OXJ�WKH�5HPRWH�6ZLWFK�%R[�LQWR�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,���3OXJ�XS�WR
HLJKW�VLQJOH�VZLWFKHV�LQWR�WKH�UHPRWH�VZLWFK�ER[���(DFK�VZLWFK
UHSUHVHQWV�D�NH\�RU�VHW�RI�NH\V�RQ�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,
V�NH\ERDUG�
<RX�FDQ�XVH�WKH�6ZLWFK�ER[�ZLWK�������RU���ORFDWLRQ�NH\ERDUGV�
7KH�UHPRWH�VZLWFK�ER[�LV�DQ�RSWLRQ�WKDW�FDQ�EH�RUGHUHG�IURP
35&�

(If you are not familiar with location codes such as "C-1" or "B-4,
please read page 65 for an explanation of using location codes.)

You can plug up to 8 single switches into the AlphaTalker II's
remote switch box.  Each switch corresponds to a specific key on
the AlphaTalker II.  If you use the 32 Location Overlay with 8
single switches, each switch represents the upper left key in a block
of four keys.  For example, Switch 1 corresponds to key A-1,
Switch 2 corresponds to key C-1, Switch 3 corresponds to key E-1,
etc.  Each time you activate Switch 1, for example, the results are
the same as if you had activated the top left key (A-1) on the
AlphaTalker II itself.

If you use an 8 Location Overlay, each switch corresponds to one 8
Location Overlay key.  If you activate Switch 1 you will hear
whatever you have stored at location A-1 in 8 Location mode.

If you use the 4-Location Overlay and remote switches, each
switch corresponds to one 4 Location Overlay key.  For example, if
you plug Switch 5 in and activate it, you get the same results as if
you had activated key A-3 on the AlphaTalker II.   In 4 Location
Overlay you may use Switch 1 or Switch 2 for location A-1 (A-D),
Switch 3 or Switch 4 for location E-1 (E-H), Switch 5 or Switch 6
for location A-3 (A-D) and Switch 7 or Switch 8 for location E-3
(E-H).
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1.  Activate your switch. 2.

32 Row/Column 

SINGLE SWITCH—SCAN MODE 1

3.

TOOLS

EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.

4 LOC

2 SWITCH

HEADPTNG

THEME

Scan proceeds  
down the rows.

Activate your switch. 
Scan proceeds  
across the columns.

When the scan reaches 
the key you want, 
activate your switch.

KYB. ONLY

1 SWITCH

SELECT ON/OFF 1 ICON 2 ICON

Single Switch—Scan Mode 1
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Single Switch—Scan Mode 1
6XPPDU\�
3OXJ�D�VLQJOH�VZLWFK�RU�D�GXDO�VZLWFK��XVH�RQO\�WKH�6(/(&7�VLGH�
LQWR�WKH�FRQQHFWRU�ODEHOHG�0212�RQ�WKH�WRS�RI�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU
,,��7KH�GHIDXOW�VFDQ�LV�DXWRPDWLF�DQG�WKH�GHIDXOW�VFDQQLQJ�UDWH�LV
��VHFRQG�

Scan with a single switch or use the SELECT side of a dual switch.
Plug the switch into the connector labeled MONO on the back of the
AlphaTalker II.  Use Row/Column or Column/Row scanning with
the 32 location overlay. Row/Column is the default. Choose to
scan automatically or to press and hold a switch until you come to
the location you want.  The default is AUTO.  The default for
Scanning Speed is 1 second.  The default for Acceptance Time is
.01 second.  All of these options are in the Toolbox.

Open the Control Panel and press SELECT to step to 32 LOC.
Activate the ON/OFF side.  The LED lights.  Activate SELECT again
and step to 1 SWITCH.  Activate the ON/OFF. You are now in 32
Location Row/Column Automatic Scan.  (You cannot use STEP

with a 32 location overlay.)

Activate your switch. The LEDs on the top row of the keyboard
light, then the second row, etc.  Each time a row lights, you hear a
beep. When the row you want is lit, activate your switch to select
it.  The LEDs in the row you selected move from left to right
through the columns in the row.  When the key you want is lit,
activate your switch.  If a message has been stored in the location
you selected, the AlphaTalker II speaks the message, then returns
to scanning down the rows.

If you do not make any switch activations the AlphaTalker II scans
the rows or columns three times and then stops.  To begin another
scan you, activate your switch. (See page 49 for a discussion of
Single Switch—Scan Mode 1 using an 8 or 4 location overlay.)
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1. 2.

Row/Column 
SINGLE SWITCH—SCAN MODE 2

3. 4.

TOOLS

EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.

4 LOC

KYB. ONLY

1 SWITCH

2 SWITCH

HEADPTNG

THEME

.30

IN TOOLBOX :  Press key D-1 to turn 
Scan Mode 1 Off .  Scan Mode 2 will then 
be active.  

SCAN 
MODE 1 

OR 
SCAN 

MODE 2

.30

Activate switch. 
Rows are scanned.

Activate switch at the 
row you want.

Activate switch again 
to start scanning row.

When you reach the 
location you want 
activate your switch.

SCAN 
MODE 1 

OR 
SCAN 

MODE 2

SELECT ON/OFF 1 ICON 2 ICON

Single Switch—Scan Mode 2
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Single Switch—Scan Mode 2
6XPPDU\�
6FDQ�0RGH���LQYROYHV���VZLWFK�DFWLYDWLRQV�UDWKHU�WKDQ�����<RX
FDQ�VHOHFW�WKLV�VW\OH�LQ�WKH�7RROER[���8VH�WKLV�WHFKQLTXH�ZLWK�D���
ORFDWLRQ�RYHUOD\�RQO\�

Scan Mode 2 is an alternative single switch scanning technique.
This technique involves four switch activations instead of three as
in Scan Mode 1.  You can select SCAN MODE 2 in the Toolbox.
Select 1 SWITCH in the Control Panel.

The first switch activation causes the top row to light.  The scan
continues automatically down the rows.  When it reaches the row
you want, activate and release your switch.  The scan stops at the
row you have chosen and the light at Column A lights.  Press the
switch again and the scan proceeds across the row.  When the scan
reaches the key you want, press the switch to activate the location.

Scan Mode 2 has the same options as Scan Mode 1, i.e., hold or
auto and column/row instead of row/column.

You cannot use this selection technique with an 8 or 4 location
overlay.  You must select Single Switch with Circular/Linear Step
or Circular/Linear Scan with an 8 or 4 location overlay.
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1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

Step Scanning  

Automatic Circular Scan  

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

You must activate switch to stop  the scan.

You must activate a switch to move from one 
location to the next

TOOLS

EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.

4 LOC

KYB. ONLY

1 SWITCH

2 SWITCH

HEADPTNG

THEME

SELECT ON/OFF 1 ICON 2 ICON

8 and 4 Location Circular Scan or Step
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Single Switch—Scan Mode 1 with 8 or 4
Locations
6XPPDU\�
8VH�WKHVH�VZLWFK�WHFKQLTXHV�ZLWK�WKH���DQG���ORFDWLRQ�RYHUOD\V
RQO\���7R�VWHS��DFWLYDWH�\RXU�VZLWFK�HDFK�WLPH�\RX�ZDQW�WR�PRYH�
&LUFXODU�PHDQV�WKH�VFDQ�JRHV�IURP�OHIW�WR�ULJKW�RQ�WRS�DQG�IURP
ULJKW�WR�OHIW�RQ�WKH�ERWWRP�

If you are going to use a single switch with an 8 or 4 location
overlay, you can choose Circular or Linear and Step or Scan
modes. CIRCULAR and SCAN are the defaults. Select LINEAR and
STEP in the Toolbox.  Select 1 SWITCH in the Control Panel.

Circular:  The scan moves from left to right along the top row
and then from right to left on the bottom row (circular motion).

Linear:  The scan moves from left to right on both the top and
bottom rows (in two lines).

Scan:  Activate your switch. The AlphaTalker II beeps and the top
left block of keys lights. The scan moves automatically from left to
right across the top row and from right to left across the bottom
row (circular) or automatically from left to right on both the top
and bottom rows (linear).  The scan moves at the scanning speed
(which can be set in the Toolbox).  When the scan reaches the key
you want, activate your switch.  If no key is selected, the scan
circles the overlay three times, then stops.  Activate your switch to
start a new scan.  You can choose HOLD (in the Toolbox) in which
case you press and hold your switch until you come to the key you
want and then release it.

Step:  You must activate your switch to start the scan and then
activate it each time you want to move to a new key.  The
AlphaTalker II automatically selects a location when the activation
delay has passed.
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First activation of Switch #1 
starts scan of middle 

column from  
top to bottom

 Second activation of 
Switch #1 reverses scan 

from bottom to top

First activation of Switch #2  
starts scan of row  

from left to right

Second activation of Switch #2 
reverses scan from 

right to left

     2 SWITCH—SCAN MODE 1 
32 Location

TAP switch to select 
a location

1

1

2

2

2

Plug DUAL  switch in 
DUAL connector 

OR 
2 single switches  in  

MONO and DUAL

DUAL  MONO

Select 2 SWITCH in the  
Control Panel.

Dual or 2 Switch—Scan Mode 1
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2-Switch—Scan Mode 1
6XPPDU\�
8VH�WZR�VLQJOH�VZLWFKHV�RU�RQH�GXDO�VZLWFK�WR�VFDQ�XS��GRZQ�
OHIW�DQG�ULJKW���3OXJ�VLQJOH�VZLWFKHV�LQWR�WKH�0212�DQG�'8$/
FRQQHFWRUV���3OXJ�D�GXDO�VZLWFK�LQWR�WKH '8$/�FRQQHFWRU���$IWHU
HDFK�DFWLYDWLRQ��WKH�VFDQ�UHWXUQV�WR�WKH�FHQWHU�RI�WKH�NH\ERDUG�

2-Switch—Scan Mode 1, 32 Location:
With 2-Switch Scanning use either two single switches or one dual
switch.  With two single switches, plug one switch into the
connector marked MONO and the other switch into the connector
marked DUAL.  If you have a dual switch, plug it into the connector
marked DUAL.  Select 2 SWITCH in the Control Panel.  Scan Mode
1 is the default.

2 Single Switches (Auto)—"Auto" is the default.  Each switch
alternates the direction of the scan between up/down and left/right.
The first activation of switch #1 starts the scan of the middle
column from top to bottom.  Press the switch again and the scan
reverses.  The first activation of switch #2 starts the scan across the
rows from left to right. Push the switch again and the scan reverses.
Press and hold the switch to start scans;  tap the switch with a short
hit to activate a location that is lit.

Dual Switch—See above.  The SELECT side of your switch scans
left/right and the ON/OFF side scans up/down.

Auto or hold and column/row instead of row/column are available
with 2-switch scanning.  STEP is not available with a 32 location
overlay.

2 Switch—Scan Mode 1, 8 or 4 Location
Choose "Auto" or "Hold" ("Auto" is the default) and "Circular" or
"Linear" scan.  (See page 49 for a description of Circular and
Linear scans.)  With 2 switches in 8 or 4 locations, one switch
scans forward and one switch scans backward.
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Activate Switch 1 
to start scan of rows 
from top to bottom.

Activate Switch 2  
to select row.  

Plug DUAL  switch in DUAL connector 
OR 
2 single switches  in MONO and DUAL

     2 SWITCH—SCAN MODE 2

DUAL  MONO

2

2

Activate Switch 2 when  
you reach the location  

you want

Activate Switch 1 
to start column scan.1

Select 2 SWITCH in the Control Panel 
 
Turn Off Scan Mode 1 in the Toolbox

1

(Hold switch down or flick switch to move.)

(Hold switch down or flick switch to 
continue scan.)

2-Switch—Scan Mode 2
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2-Switch—Scan Mode 2
6XPPDU\�
6ZLWFK���VWDUWV�VFDQ���6ZLWFK���VHOHFWV�URZ�RU�FROXPQ���6ZLWFK��
VFDQV�URZ�RU�FROXPQ���6ZLWFK���VHOHFWV�ORFDWLRQ�

Plug two single switches into the MONO and DUAL jacks. Switch 1
is in the DUAL jack.  Switch 2 is in the MONO jack.  If you have a
dual switch, plug it into the DUAL jack.  With a PRC dual switch,
the SELECT side of the switch is Switch 1 and the ON/OFF side of
the switch is Switch 2.

Use 2-Switch Scan Mode 2 with the 32 location overlay.  Select 2

SWITCH in the Control Panel.  Turn on the Toolbox in the Control
Panel and then turn Scan Mode 1 Off in the Toolbox.  This makes
Scan Mode 2 active.  Turn the Toolbox Off in the Control Panel.

Press Switch 1 to start the scan.  The lights in the top row or first
column light up.  To move the scan to the next row or column,
either hold Switch 1 down until the row or column you want is lit,
or press and release the switch each time you want to move to a
new row or column.

When you reach the row or column you want, press switch 2.  Then
press and hold Switch 1 to scan across or down, or press and
release the switch until you reach the key you want.

When you reach the location you want, press switch 2.

You can set scanning speed and activation delay in the Toolbox.

Stepping or pressing and holding the switch are the only scanning
choices with Scan Mode 2.  Automatic scan is not a choice.
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A     B      C     D      E     F       G     H

1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4

A     B      C     D      E     F       G      H

1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4

From  to = 1 second

Scanning Speed is the amount  
of time it takes to scan from one 
key to the next. 

2

1

Scan Speed Default = 1 sec.

Scanning Speed
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Scanning Speed Can Be Changed in the
Toolbox
6XPPDU\�
6FDQQLQJ�VSHHG�LV�WKH�DPRXQW�RI�WLPH�LW�WDNHV�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,
WR�PRYH�IURP�RQH�NH\�WR�WKH�QH[W�LQ�D�VFDQ���$V�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU
,,�VFDQV��LW�EHHSV�DQG�OLJKWV�WKH�/('�DW�HDFK�NH\���&KDQJH�WKH
VFDQQLQJ�VSHHG�LQ�WKH�7RROER[�

Scanning Speed refers to the time it takes for the AlphaTalker II to
move from one key to the next key in a scan.  As each key is
scanned its LED lights up and the AlphaTalker II beeps.  The
default scanning speed is 1 second.  You can choose a different
scanning speed if you want to.  You may want to use a very slow
scanning speed to start with, perhaps 5 seconds between beeps—
that is, it will take the AlphaTalker II five seconds from the time
one LED lights and the AlphaTalker II beeps to the time the next
LED lights and the device beeps.  Or you can choose a very fast
speed such as one tenth of a second between beeps.

You can change the scanning speed in the Toolbox.  Remember,
the Toolbox is underneath the keyguard and overlay.  To see it
you must lift the keyguard and overlay off the AlphaTalker II.

In the Toolbox you can see numbers in the upper right corners of
the first two rows of keys beginning with the key at A-1 (.01) and
ending with H-2 (5.0).  These numbers tell you the different
scanning speeds and acceptance times.  All of these numbers have
a small clock icon beside them.  There is a key labeled SET

SCANNING SPEED that also has a clock icon. The clock tells you
that the number keys and the SET SCANNING SPEED key go
together.  Turn to page 59 to learn how to set the scanning speed.
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A     B      C      D       E      F      G    H

1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4

A     B      C     D      E     F        G     H

1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4

= key scanned or pointed to

= same key accepted and activated  
after acceptance time has passed.   

Default acceptance time =.01 second

Acceptance Time
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Acceptance Time Can Be Changed in the
Toolbox
6XPPDU\�
,Q�VFDQQLQJ��WKH�$FFHSWDQFH�7LPH�GHWHUPLQHV�KRZ�ORQJ�\RX
PXVW�PDLQWDLQ�FRQWDFW�ZLWK�D�VZLWFK�EHIRUH�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,
DFFHSWV�D�ORFDWLRQ�DQG�PDNHV�D�NH\�DFWLYDWLRQ���,Q�+HDGSRLQWLQJ�
$FFHSWDQFH�7LPH�GHWHUPLQHV�WKH�DPRXQW�RI�WLPH�LW�WDNHV
EHWZHHQ�WKH�WLPH�WKH�/('�OLJKWV�XS�WR�WKH�WLPH�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU
,,�DFFHSWV�WKH�ORFDWLRQ�DQG�DFWLYDWHV�WKH�NH\�

Acceptance Time determines the amount of time it takes for the
AlphaTalker II to accept a location and activate the key.  If you are
scanning, the acceptance time is the amount of time you must
maintain contact with your switch before the key you have
scanned to is accepted.  If you are using the headpointer,
acceptance time is the amount of time it takes between the time the
LED for the key you have pointed to lights up and the time the
AlphaTalker II takes to beep/flash that the location has been
activated.  The default acceptance time is .01 second for scanning
and 1.0 second for headpointing.

If one-tenth of a second seems too fast or one second seems too
slow for you, you can change the delay in the Toolbox.   The
Toolbox is underneath the keyguard and overlay.  To see it you
must lift the keyguard and overlay off the AlphaTalker II.

In the Toolbox you can see numbers in the upper right corners of
the first two rows of keys beginning with the key at A-1 (.01) and
ending with H-2 (5.0).  These numbers indicate different scanning
speeds and acceptance times.  All of these numbers have a small
clock icon beside them.  There is a key labeled SET ACCEPTANCE

TIME that also has a clock icon. This indicates that the numbers and
this particular key go together.  Turn the page to learn how to set
the acceptance time.
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SET 
SCANNING 

SPEED activate

.01

In the Control Panel, open the Toolbox.

.10
SET 

ACCEPT. 
TIME

or

All the lights go out on the keys that have 
numbers on them. 
 
The current Scanning Speed or Acceptance  
Time flashes. 

.01 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .80

1.0 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 4.0 5.0

1

A

1

B

 
 

.01

In the  
Toolbox

If you want to keep the current speed, do nothing. 
The key will time-out in five seconds and the  
current speed will be kept.  

.01

Press the key which contains the Scanning 
Speed or Acceptance Time you want.

Set a Scanning Speed and an Acceptance
Time in the Toolbox
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Set a Scanning Speed and Acceptance
Time in the Toolbox
6XPPDU\�
5HPRYH�WKH�NH\JXDUG�DQG�RYHUOD\�IURP�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,���7XUQ
722/6�2Q��DFWLYDWH�6(7�6&$11,1* 63(('�RU�6(7�$&&(37$1&( 7,0(�

$FWLYDWH�D�VSHHG�RU�WLPH���7XUQ�722/6�2II�DQG�UHSODFH�WKH�RYHUOD\
DQG�NH\JXDUG�

To use the Toolbox you must remove the keyguard and overlay.
Pull up on the keyguard and then remove the overlay. In the
Toolbox, you must press the keys. You cannot use an optical
headpointer or switches. When you have turned the Toolbox Off,
you will automatically return to whatever overlay and selection
technique you were using before you entered the Toolbox.

To use the keys in the Toolbox, you must turn the Toolbox On. Go
to the Control Panel and press SELECT to step to TOOLS. Activate
the ON/OFF side.  The Toolbox is ON when the LED next to it is lit.

To Change the Scanning Speed/Acceptance Time
1. Remove the keyguard and overlay.
2. Turn TOOLS On in the Control Panel.
3. Activate the key labeled SET SCANNING SPEED or SET

ACCEPTANCE TIME.  All the LEDs on the keyboard go out
except the current scanning speed or acceptance time which
flashes.  (If you want this speed, do nothing.)

4. Look at the numbers in the upper right corner of keys A-1
through H-2. Each number represents a scanning speed or
acceptance time. Activate the key you want.

5. The light for the key you activate flashes for a few seconds.
When it goes out the LEDs all return to normal.

6. Turn the Toolbox Off by pressing SELECT.  When the TOOLS

LED flashes, press the ON/OFF side.  Replace the overlay and
keyguard.
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TOOLS

EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.

4 LOC

Open the 
Toolbox1

TOOLBOX

Press ACTIVATION DELAY key (A-2) to 
turn delay ON.

Activation Delay gives you time to 
change your mind and activate your 
switch again before a key you have 
selected is activated.

Activation Delay

SELECT       ON/OFF

The delay is always the same as 
the scanning speed.

Activation Delay Lets You
Change Your Mind
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Activation Delay Gives You a Chance to
Change Your Mind Before a Key is
Activated
6XPPDU\�
:LWK�$FWLYDWLRQ�'HOD\�WXUQHG�2Q��\RX�FDQ�VFDQ�WR�D�NH\��VHOHFW�LW
DQG�WKHQ�FKDQJH�\RXU�PLQG�DQG�EHJLQ�WR�VFDQ�DJDLQ�EHIRUH�WKH
NH\�LV�DFWLYDWHG���$FWLYDWLRQ�GHOD\�LV�DXWRPDWLFDOO\�VHW�WR�\RXU
VFDQQLQJ�VSHHG�

Activation Delay gives you a few seconds to change your mind
when you are scanning and have selected a key.  When Activation
Delay is turned On you can scan to a key, select it, and then if you
change your mind, you can hit your switch again to keep the key
from being activated.

The amount of delay is automatically set at whatever your scanning
speed is.  If your scanning speed is set to 1 second, then once you
select a key you have 1 second in which to change your mind and
"de-select" the key by hitting your switch again.  If you go to the
Toolbox and turn Activation Delay Off, any key you select will be
activated with no delay.  The tool can only be turned On or Off.

The default setting for Activation Delay is OFF.

The Activation Delay tool is key A-2.
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LOCATION E-3

A       B        C       D        E       F        G        H

1

2

3
4

Column - E 
Row - 3

Location Code on a
32 Location Overlay
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Your 32 Location Overlay/Keyguard
6XPPDU\�
7KH�GHIDXOW�RYHUOD\�IRU�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,�LV�WKH����/RFDWLRQ
2YHUOD\���7KLV�PHDQV�WKHUH�DUH����VLQJOH�NH\�ORFDWLRQV�WR�FKRRVH
IURP�

Your AlphaTalker II comes with the 32 location keyboard, overlay,
overlay protector and keyguard.  The 32 location keyboard has 32
keys arranged in 4 rows and 8 columns.  The top row is Row-1, the
second row is Row-2, the third row is Row-3 and the bottom row is
Row-4.  The columns are labeled with letters of the alphabet, so
the far left column is Column-A, the next column is Column-B and
so on.  The column on the far right of the keyboard is Column-H.

You can indicate the position of any key by giving its letter/number
(or number/letter) combination.  For instance, the key in the upper
left corner of the keyboard is A-1;  the key in the bottom right
corner is H-4;  a key near the middle of the keyboard is D-3.

If you turn Auditory Prompts On (see pages 103-105), the
AlphaTalker II speaks the letter/number designation for each
location.  Letter/numbers are also spoken when sequences are
being reviewed.

See the next page for instructions about 8 and 4 location overlays.
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Turn the keyguard over and put it 
back on the AlphaTalker.

AlphaTalker

Toolbox

Back of 8 (or 4) location keyguard

"t" 
piece

OVERLAY 
PROTECTOR OVERLAY

Place the overlay protector on the keyguard.  Place the 8 or 4 
location overlay face down on top of the overlay protector.

AlphaTalke
r

Place 8 or 4 location keypad  
on top of the Toolbox keypad

Back  of 
keyguard

Back of keyguard
Use thumbs to slide and snap tab into slot

When  horizontal piece is in place,  
vertical piece will automatically fit into  
its slots.

Over- 
lay

Changing an 8 or 4 Location Overlay
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8 and 4 Location Overlays/Keyguards

The 8 or 4 Location Kit contains an 8 or 4 Location keypad,
overlay, overlay protector, keyguard and a thin T-shaped piece of
plastic.  When you select 8 LOC or 4 LOC from the Control Panel,
this makes a block of keys on the keyboard act as a single location.
With 8 Location, for instance, the block of four keys in the upper
right corner acts as one key. The key in the top left corner of an 8
Location Overlay is A-1, the key in the top right corner is D-1.  On
a 4 location overlay, the key on the top left is A-1, then next across
is B-1.

To place the 8 or 4 location kit on your AlphaTalker II, remove the
32 location keyguard, overlay and overlay protector.  What you see
is the Toolbox keypad.  Place the 8 or 4 location keypad on top of
the Toolbox keypad.

When you insert or remove the "t" piece (as described below), do it
gently or you will rip your overlay. We suggest that you practice a
few times without  the overlay protector and overlay on the
keyguard.

On a flat surface, place the 8 location keyguard face down in front
of you.  Place the overlay protector on the keyguard.  Place the 8
location overlay face down on top of the overlay protector (see
note in box, above).  Hold the "t" piece so that its flat side is down.

Take one of the tabs on the horizontal bar and position the edges of
the tab even with the edges of its slot.  Tip the tab (and whole "t"
piece) up so that the tab edges are at an angle to the slot.  Place
your thumbs on the either side of the tab and place your fingers so
they can grip the case.  Slide the tab into the slot.  You will hear
and feel a "click" when the tab snaps into the slot.  Repeat this
procedure for the other tab on the horizontal bar.  When these two
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tabs are in place, the tabs on the vertical bar will automatically fit
into their slots.  The "t" piece holds the overlay in place.

Turn the keyguard over.  You should see the overlay underneath
the overlay protector. Slide the tabs at the top of the keyguard into
their holes on the AlphaTalker II and lower the keyguard down
until the magnets snap into place.  Remember to select 8 or 4 LOC
from the Control Panel.
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Storing Procedures
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Control Panel
TOOLS

EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.

4 LOC

KYB. ONLY

1 SWITCH

2 SWITCH

HEADPTNG

TOOLS

EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.

4 LOC

KYB. ONLY

1 SWITCH

2 SWITCH

HEADPTNG

Press SELECT to step to EXTENDED SPEECH.

Press ON/OFF to select EXTENDED SPEECH.  
The LED lights.

STANDARD SPEECH is the default.

THEME

THEME

SELECT       ON/OFF 1 ICON        2 ICON

SELECT       ON/OFF 1 ICON        2 ICON

Select Standard or Extended Speech
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Choosing Standard or Extended Speech
Can Save Memory
6XPPDU\�
$OSKD7DONHU�,,�KDV�����PLQXWHV�RI�KLJKHU�TXDOLW\�6WDQGDUG�VSHHFK
RU������PLQXWHV�RI�ORZHU�TXDOLW\�([WHQGHG�VSHHFK���7KH�GHIDXOW
LV�6WDQGDUG�VSHHFK��6HOHFW�([WHQGHG�VSHHFK�IURP�WKH�&RQWURO
3DQHO�

The AlphaTalker II has two speech settings for recording
messages, Standard or Extended speech.  Standard speech is the
default.  Messages recorded in Standard speech sound a little better
when they are spoken by the AlphaTalker II than messages
recorded in Extended speech.  However, Standard speech takes up
more space than Extended speech.  You can record 6 1/2 minutes of
Standard speech or 11 ½ minutes of Extended speech.

You can record some messages in Standard speech and some in
Extended, if you like.  You might record messages that are used
mainly around family in Extended speech and store messages that
are  used mostly in public/social situations in Standard speech.
Using both Standard and Extended speech will give you
somewhere between 6 1/2 and 11 1/2 minutes of speech.  However,
you must select either Standard or Extended speech before you
record a message;  selecting either afterwards will have no bearing
on how the message sounds.

You can record virtually thousands of messages;  however, a single
message cannot be longer than two minutes of Standard speech or
4 minutes of Extended speech.

To switch from Standard to Extended speech:
Open the Control Panel and press SELECT to step to EXT. SPEECH.
Press the ON/OFF side.  When the LED lights you are in Extended
speech.  Repeat the process to return to Standard speech (the LED
goes out)
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Help!.
What?.
Surprise!
What I want to say isn't
in my AlphaTalker

icon sequences for
each message which
help you to remember
the message.

ICON SEQUENCESMESSAGES

messages which are
necessary
useful
fun

MEDICAL  VERB

Before you begin
to store messages:

PLAN

SelectPlan

Examples: Examples:

Select STANDARD or EXTENDED SPEECH

Write them
d

Write them
d

? WORD  ? WORD
INTERJ  RAINBOW

KNOT  PHONE

Plan What You Are Going to Record
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Before You Begin to Store, Know What
You Want to Say
6XPPDU\�
'HFLGH�ZKDW�\RX�ZDQW�WR�VD\�DQG�VHOHFW�WKH�LFRQ�VHTXHQFH�\RX
ZDQW�WR�XVH�EHIRUH�\RX�VWRUH�WKH�PHVVDJH���7KH�JUHHQ�/('V�LQ
WKH�&RQWURO�3DQHO�LQGLFDWH�D�FOHDU�UHFRUGLQJ�

You can store any spoken message (words, phrases or sentences)
into the AlphaTalker II memory.  You can store messages under
sequences of up to three icons or under a single key.

Before you store, plan both the message and the icon sequence or
key you want to use.  You may want to write them down. This
helps to save on the amount of time you must hold down the
RECORD key. The longer you hold the RECORD key down, the more
memory is used.  If you absentmindedly hold the RECORD button
down for three minutes, the AlphaTalker II's memory will fill up.
You will not be able to record any more messages until you erase
that location.

The microphone is located in the Control Panel.  Direct your voice
toward the microphone.  When you record a message, some of the
LEDs on the left side of the Control Panel light up.  These lights
act as a recording level.  If the red lights in the middle of the
column are lit , your recording should be good.  A red light at the
top means that you are speaking too loudly.  A red light at the
bottom means that you are speaking too softly.  If red LEDs at the
top or the bottom of the two rows are lit when you record, you may
want to re-record your message.

You can connect an external microphone to the correct connector
on the back of the AlphaTalker II.  Prentke Romich makes a
remote microphone that fits the AlphaTalker II's connector.  You
can also go to an electronic equipment store and ask for a remote
microphone that will fit a 3.5 millimeter mono jack.
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Press icons  to store message under. 

Activate STORE.

Press and hold RECORD while you  
speak message into microphone.

Press the icons  you selected or   
press REVIEW to test message.

1

2

3

4

ERASE

RECORD

REVIEW

STORE

A     B      C     D      E     F       G    H
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4

�

Yellow

Store a 
Message

ERASE

RECORD

REVIEW

STORE

Store Your Messages
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Store Your Message
6XPPDU\�
$FWLYDWH�6725(�LQ�WKH�&RQWURO�3DQHO��/('�OLJKWV����$FWLYDWH�WKH
LFRQ�VHTXHQFH�WR�VWRUH�PHVVDJH�XQGHU���3UHVV�DQG�KROG�WKH
5(&25'�NH\�ZKLOH�\RX�VSHDN�WKH�PHVVDJH���5HOHDVH�WKH�5(&25'
NH\�ZKHQ�\RX�HQG�WKH�PHVVDJH�

Before you store, know what it is you want to say and have the
icons you want to use already in mind.  If you want to use
Extended speech, turn that option on in the Control Panel, now.

To Store a Message:
1. Activate the STORE in the Control Panel.
2. Activate the icon sequence or the key where you want to store

the message.
3. Press and hold the RECORD key and speak your message.

Release the RECORD key as soon as you have finished
speaking.

4. Activate the REVIEW button once. If you are satisfied with the
recording, continue to store new messages or retrieve already
stored messages.

5. If, after pressing REVIEW, you are not satisfied with the
recording, press the ERASE button.  Choose the icon sequence
you stored the sequence under.  Press ERASE again. The
AlphaTalker II will beep.  Press ERASE again.  The message is
erased.  Record a new message exactly as described above.

Once you have stored a message at a location, the LED for the first
key in the sequence (or a single key) lights and remains lit. This is
called Icon Prediction and it reminds you that the icon is the
beginning of a message sequence.  Please read pages 97-99 for
information about ICON PREDICTION and PREDICTIVE
SELECTION .  The default for Icon Prediction is On.  You can turn
it Off in the Toolbox.
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•

•

•

Storing Tips

• Do NOT select  
the same two icons  
in a row.

To hear a message you just recorded,  
press REVIEW.

To erase a message, press ERASE , 
press the icon sequence, then press 
ERASE ERASE .

If you are in STORE mode and 
you want to exit before you have 
recorded anything, press STORE 
again.

I
I

Storing Tips
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Some Storing Tips
6XPPDU\�
%HORZ�DUH�VRPH�WURXEOHVKRRWLQJ�WLSV�LI�\RX�UXQ�LQWR�DQ\
SUREOHPV�ZKLOH�VWRULQJ�PHVVDJHV�

If, when you press the RECORD key the AlphaTalker II emits an
error beep (a long beep), it means that you selected an icon
sequence or key that has already been used for another message.
You can then:

1. Press the sequence to hear what message is already stored 
under that sequence.

2. If you want to erase the message, press ERASE.  Choose the 
icon sequence you want to erase.  Press ERASE again. The 
device beeps once.  Press ERASE again.  The message is 
erased.  Press STORE, select new icons, press and hold 
RECORD and record the new message.

3. If you hear the warning and know you want to keep the 
message, just press STORE again.  The message is saved 
and you have exited the STORE mode.

If you press the STORE button and then make a mistake while
selecting an icon sequence or a key, just press STORE again to exit
the STORE mode. (The LED will go out.)

When choosing a sequence, do not select the same icon twice in a
row .  If this happens the AlphaTalker II emits an error beep, all
the LEDs light, and you will automatically exit the STORE mode.

See the next page to find out what to do if you store a sequence
that hides (masks) a sequence you stored earlier.
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W h e n  a n  ic o n  s e q u e n c e  fo r o n e  m e s s a g e

is  a ls o  t h e beginning o f a n  ic o n  s e q u e n c e

fo r a n o t h e r m e s s a g e ,

y o u  m u s t  t e ll t h e  A lp h a Ta lk e r II

w h ic h  m e s s a g e  t o  s p e a k :

ICON
SEQUENCES MESSAGES

I don't like that!

To hear the  first message press > twice:

> Not!

> A

> >

When A Message is 'Hidden',
Tell the AlphaTalker II Which Message

to Speak
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When a Longer Icon Sequence Hides a
Shorter Sequence, Select the Last Icon in
the Shorter Sequence Twice to Hear the
Message
6XPPDU\�
,I�DQ�LFRQ�VHTXHQFH�IRU�RQH�PHVVDJH�LV�DOVR�WKH�EHJLQQLQJ�RI�D
VHTXHQFH�IRU�DQRWKHU�VWRUHG�PHVVDJH��VHOHFW�WKH�ODVW�LFRQ�LQ�WKH
VKRUWHU�VHTXHQFH�WZLFH�

Once a message is stored into the AlphaTalker II, you can speak it
at any time by selecting the icon sequence (or single icon) that it
was stored under.  However, if an icon sequence for one stored
message also happens to be the beginning of a sequence for a
different stored message, the AlphaTalker II cannot be sure which
message you want to speak.  For example, suppose you have the

message "Not!"  stored under the � (KNOT) icon.  And suppose

you stored the message, "I don't like that." under �"(KNOT

APPLE).  When you activate �,�the AlphaTalker II does not
know whether you want to speak the message stored under KNOT

or whether you want to add APPLE and speak the message, "I don't
like that."

In cases like this when you want to speak the shorter sequence,

activate the last icon twice—in this case ��.  If you use Icon

Prediction (see page 97-99) the � icon is lit.  If you activate �
once, the light stays lit and the " icon lights.  You can then select

either message by activating �again or by activating ".

ÂImportant Note:  We recommend that you try not to mask
messages!
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B-1 C-1 D-1

A-2 B-2 C-2 D-2

You can press any of the four or 
eight keys in each block to store 
or retrieve a message.

Under- 
neath 
 the 
overlays

A-2 B-2

B-1
4 
LOC.

8 
LOC

Storing and Retrieving Messages
in 8 or 4 Locations
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Storing and Retrieving Messages in 8 or 4
Locations
6XPPDU\�
*R�WR�WKH�&RQWURO�3DQHO�DQG�VZLWFK�WR���RU���/RFDWLRQ���$Q\�NH\
LQ�HDFK�EORFN�FDQ�EH�SUHVVHG�IRU�VWRULQJ�RU�UHWULHYLQJ�WKH
PHVVDJH�LQ�WKDW�EORFN�

To store or retrieve messages in either 8 or 4 Locations, you must
first switch to the Location Mode that you want in the Control
Panel.  Press the SELECT side of the SELECT ON/OFF button and
step to either 8 LOC. or 4 LOC.  Press the ON/OFF side.  If you
ordered the 8 or 4 Location kit, you should put the correct keypad,
overlay and keyguard on the keyboard.

You will see that 8 Location Mode has eight blocks of four keys
each.  In each block all four LEDs light up.  4 Location Mode has
four blocks of eight keys each.  In each block all eight LEDs light
up.

You can store your message under an icon sequence by pressing
any of the 4 or 8 keys in the blocks you want to use.  To retrieve
the message, you can press any key in each block of the icon
sequence you stored the message under.

You can store vocabulary in 32, 8 or 4 locations;  however, if you
are in 32 Location Mode and you want to access 8 or 4 Location
Mode vocabulary, you must switch from 32 Location to the
Location Mode that has the vocabulary you want.  Conversely, if
you are in 8 or 4 Location Mode and you want to access 32
Location Mode vocabulary, you must switch to 32 Location.
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Select the icon sequence of the 
message you wish to erase.

�

2.

4. When you hear the long  
    beep press ERASE again .   
     The message is now erased.

3. Press the ERASE button  
    in the Control Panel. 
 

BEEPERASE

1.  Press ERASE in the Control Panel.
ERASE

>

1.  Press ERASE. 
2.  Press the key or sequence where 
     you stored the tool. 
3.  Press ERASE. 
4.  Press ERASE again.

To Erase a Tool

To ERASE a Message

Erase a Message or a Tool
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Erase a Message or a Tool
6XPPDU\�
<RX�FDQ�HUDVH�PHVVDJHV��WRROV�DQG�EDG�UHFRUGLQJV�

You will erase messages when the MEM. FULL light goes on, or if
you want to re-record a message that didn't sound right.  You can
also erase tools that you no longer want from your overlay.

To Erase a Message or Tool:
1. Activate ERASE in the Control Panel.
2. Activate the icon sequence or tool you want to erase.
3. Activate ERASE.  The AlphaTalker II emits a warning beep.
4. Activate the ERASE key again to confirm that you want to erase

the sequence.  The message is erased.  Any Content Prompts
are also erased with the sequence.

5. If you decide you do not want to erase a sequence after you
have heard the warning beep, do not press the ERASE key the
second time.  Instead, press any key in the Control Panel except
ERASE to exit the erasing procedure.

ÂThe ERASE LED lights when the AlphaTalker II is erasing.  You
may not even notice the LED because the erasing will happen so
quickly;  other times you will see that the LED is lit for a longer
time.  Don't worry, this is normal.  Some messages take longer to
erase than others.

If you want to erase a message, or an icon sequence while you are
STORING, see STORING TIPS on page 75.  To learn how to erase the
entire contents of the AlphaTalker II, see page 91 (ZORRO the
AlphaTalker  II ).
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1. Press the REVIEW button  in  
    the Control Panel. 
 

3.  Press REVIEW again to hear  
     the next message.

 

 

To Erase a Message 
you are Reviewing

  

ERASE

STORE

RECORD

REVIEW

Review Messages

1. Listen to the message. 
2.  Press ERASE. 
3.  Choose the icon sequence. 
4.  Press ERASE again. 
5.  Hear a beep. 
6.  Press ERASE again.

I don't like that.

2. Listen to the Message

Review a Message
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Review Your Messages
6XPPDU\�
<RX�FDQ�OLVWHQ�WR�DQ\�VWRUHG�PHVVDJHV�E\�SUHVVLQJ�WKH�5(9,(:
EXWWRQ�RQ�WKH�&RQWURO�3DQHO���$FWLYDWH�WKH�5(9,(:�EXWWRQ�HDFK
WLPH�\RX�ZDQW�WR�VWHS�WR�WKH�QH[W�PHVVDJH�

At some time you may want to review the messages that you stored
in your AlphaTalker II—perhaps to find out if there are any
messages that are no longer used with any frequency so you can
erase them and store new ones.

To Review the Messages You Have Stored in the AlphaTalker
II:
1. Open the Control Panel and press REVIEW.
2. The AlphaTalker II begins the review by speaking the last

message that was stored (or spoken).
3. Press REVIEW to hear the next message.  The AlphaTalker II

speaks the message stored at A-1 if there is one.  Press the
REVIEW button again and it speaks the message at A-2, etc.

4. Along with speaking each message, the AlphaTalker II also
speaks the key location of each message. If a message is stored
under more than one icon, each key location is spoken.

5. When you are not pressing the REVIEW button, you can use the
AlphaTalker II just as you normally would.

If you hear a message you don't want to keep:  press ERASE; choose
the icon sequence of the message;  press ERASE ERASE.
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1 ICON THEME
INTERJ

Hel lo

Message Icon Sequence

Message Icon Sequence

D
Ouc h �

m
Surpr ise

" Int er jec t ions-short  fun

Another Example

"APPLE

" food re la t ed

apple ""
pear "E

"Hsalad

1 and 2 Icon Themes
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About Themes
6XPPDU\�
�7KHPH��WHOOV�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�WR�DXWRPDWLFDOO\��KROG�GRZQ��WKH
VDPH�ILUVW�LFRQ�RU�ILUVW�WZR�LFRQV�IRU�DQ\�VHTXHQFHV�\RX�HQWHU
LQWR�WKH�WKHPH�

With Minspeak you can organize vocabulary (words, phrases and
sentences) by category, topic or situation.  This helps you
remember where messages are stored. You are also building strong
language skills because you are learning to categorize, store and
recall vocabulary.

For example, the icon  [INTERJ] represents the category,
"interjection".  Short, fun words and phrases can be stored using

INTERJ plus one other icon .   and ��can represent the word
"Ouch."  The graphic on the facing page shows you an
"Interjection" category. To add new words to this category, you
would store them using the  INTERJ icon for your first icon.  This
helps you remember that each message is an interjection word. The
second icon you use can help you remember the specific word or
phrase.

A 1 ICON THEME  makes this kind of storing easy.  In the Control
Panel press the 1 ICON side of the 1 ICON/2 ICON key.  Activate the
icon on your overlay that you want to use for the theme.  In our
example, the theme, or first icon, is INTERJ.  Once you select
INTERJ as your theme icon, you don't have to select it again.  As
long as you remain in your theme, you only have to activate the
second icon to store or retrieve messages.

A 2 ICON THEME  works the same way.  Any messages you store in
a 2 ICON THEME will all have the same first two icons.  You select
the third icon in the sequence.
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KYB. ONLY

1 SWITCH

2 SWITCH

HEADPTNG

THEME

1 ICON      2 ICON

Press either side 
to set a theme.

Activate one or two icons 
on your overlay to use 
as your theme.

1. 2.

3. Activate any key on the 
keyboard.  Now you can  
begin to store in your theme.

To Set a Theme

KYB. ONLY

1 SWITCH

2 SWITCH

HEADPTNG

THEME

1 ICON      2 ICON
Press here  

to clear a theme

KYB. ONLY

1 SWITCH

2 SWITCH

HEADPTNG

THEME

Theme is cleared

To Clear a Theme

1. 2.

3. When a theme is cleared, you can either use 
your AlphaTalker II without a theme;  or you 
can press the 1 ICONor 2 ICON key again and 
select a new theme.

1 ICON      2 ICON

Set and Clear a Theme
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To Set a Theme and Clear a Theme

To Set a Theme:
1. Press either the 1 ICON side or the 2 ICON side of the 1 ICON 2

ICON key in the Control Panel.  The THEME LED lights.
2. If you want a 1 ICON THEME, activate the key on your overlay

that you want to use for the theme.  If you want a 2 ICON

THEME, activate the two keys on your overlay that will be the
theme.  From now on the icon or icons you selected will be the
first or first two icons in any sequence you store.  You only
need to press the second and/or third icons for each message
you store while you are in this theme. (The AlphaTalker II
emits an error beep if you press more than two icons when a
theme is set.)

3. Once you have pressed the icon you are going to use for your
theme, press any key on the keyboard.  You are now ready to
store using your theme.

ÂWhen you are in a Theme the THEME LED lights to remind you
that you are in a Theme.

Clearing a Theme
When you have finished storing or retrieving messages in one
theme and want to use a different one, or use no theme, you must
clear out the current theme first.

To Clear a Theme
1. Press the 1 ICON side or 2 ICON side of the key in the Control

Panel.  The THEME LED goes out.
2a The theme is now cleared.  You can return to using the

AlphaTalker II as usual with no theme or
2b Activate the 1 ICON or 2 ICON side of the key again to set a new

theme.
2c Activate an icon or two icons on your overlay for a new theme

if you selected to do 2b.
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Copy the 1 ICON THEME Key 
or 2 ICON THEME Key 

from the Toolbox to Your Overlay

Turn the Toolbox On in the Control Panel.

Press STORE in the Control Panel.

Press the ASSIGN 1 ICON THEME key 
or 
the ASSIGN 2 ICON THEME key  
in the Toolbox.

On your overlay , press the location 
where you want the THEME key to go. 

The THEME key is now copied onto your overlay.

In the Control Panel, turn the Toolbox Off.

Hear 3 quick beeps (beep beep beep)

ASSIGN 
1 ICON 
THEME

ASSIGN 
2 ICON 
THEME

Copy a THEME Key from the Toolbox
to Your Overlay
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Copy the ASSIGN 1 ICON THEME and/or the
ASSIGN 2 ICON THEME Tools to Your
Overlay

If you would like to have a 1 ICON THEME or 2 ICON THEME key on
your overlay, you can copy them from the Toolbox to your overlay.
Once they are copied on your overlay, you use them the same way
you use the 1 ICON 2 ICON key in the Control Panel.  That is, you
just activate the key on your overlay where you copied ASSIGN 1

ICON THEME or ASSIGN 2 ICON THEME and then select the icon(s)
you want  to use for your theme.  To clear a theme, just activate the
1 or 2 ICON THEME key again.

To Copy a THEME  Key to Your Overlay:
1. Press SELECT in the Control Panel and step to TOOLS.  Press

the ON/OFF side to open the Toolbox.
2. Press STORE in the Control Panel.
3. The three keys in the Toolbox that you can copy to your

overlay light up.  Press the THEME key you want to copy
(ASSIGN 1 ICON THEME or ASSIGN 2 ICON THEME).

4. Press the key on your overlay where you want to put the THEME

key. (Icon Prediction allows you to see where you have blank
keys.  No LEDs will be lit at the blank keys.)

5. You hear three quick beeps.  This tells you that the THEME key
has been copied onto your overlay.

6. Turn the Toolbox Off in the Control Panel. (Press SELECT.
When the TOOLS light flashes, press the ON/OFF side.)

When you copy a key from the Toolbox to your overlay you can
still use the key in the Toolbox if you want, as well as the key on
your overlay.
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A-1 H-1

4

1

A-4 H-4

A-1

H-4A-4

H-1
H-4, A-4, H-1, A-1

  
A-1, H-1, A-4, H-4

5.  Hear the double beep.  Activate ERASE. 
      again.  Memory is erased .

 

2

3

56

78

4.  Activate the same 4 keys only backwards :

1.  Select TOOLS in the Control Panel. 
2.   Press ERASE.  Hear beep. 
3.   Activate the following keys in this order :

Zorro the AlphaTalker II
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Erase the Entire Contents of the
AlphaTalker II by "Zorroing" the Device
6XPPDU\�
8VH�WKH�IRUZDUG�UHYHUVH�
=RUUR
�SDWWHUQ�WR�HUDVH�DOO�WKH
$OSKD7DONHU�,,
V�PHPRU\�DW�RQH�WLPH���$FWLYDWH�$���
+��� $��� +��� +��� $��� +��� $�����7KH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,�EHHSV�WR�DVN�\RX
WR�YHULI\���6HOHFW�(5$6(�WR�YHULI\�

What if you want to erase all the messages in the device and you
don't have a lot of time (or patience) for erasing them one by one?
You can erase everything in the AlphaTalker II's memory at once
by "Zorroing" the device.

To erase all the memory you must be in the Toolbox, you must
press ERASE in the Control Panel, and then you must activate a
special key sequence.  The keys are (in the following exact order):

A-1, H-1, A-4, H-4, H-4, A-4, H-1, A-1

When the sequence is activated correctly the AlphaTalker II beeps
twice.  Activate ERASE again to verify that you want to erase
memory.  The memory is then erased.

To Zorro the AlphaTalker II:
1. Remove the keyguard and overlay.
2. Press SELECT in the Control Panel and step to TOOLS.  Press the

ON/OFF side.
3. Press ERASE.  Hear a beep.
4. Activate the following keys in the order shown: A-1 H-1 A-4

H-4 H-4 A-4 H-1 A-1.
5. When you hear the double beep, activate ERASE again.
6. Wait for the ERASE LED to go out, then return to the Control

Panel and turn the Toolbox Off (press SELECT, then the ON/OFF

side.)



��
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Toolbox Tools
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SOME USEFUL TOOLS 
 

ICON PREDICTION 
 

PREDICTIVE SELECTION 
 

AUDITORY PROMPTS 
(key, content or category prompts) 

 
SCANNING SPEED 

 
SYSTEM LOCK 

 
MEMORY TRANSFER

 

Use the tools in the Toolbox to personalize 
your AlphaTalker II.

Use Tools to Change Settings
to Your Liking
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More Tools in the Toolbox Allow You to
Change the AlphaTalker II's Settings
6XPPDU\�
7KH�7RROER[�FRQWDLQV�RWKHU�WRROV�EHVLGHV�WKH�VHOHFWLRQ�WHFKQLTXH
WRROV���7KHVH�RWKHU�WRROV�DOORZ�\RX�WR�FKDQJH�GLIIHUHQW
$OSKD7DONHU�,,�VHWWLQJV�

By now you have probably used the Toolbox to set up your
selection technique.  You know that the Toolbox is underneath the
keyguard and overlay on your AlphaTalker II and that you turn the
Toolbox On by stepping to TOOLS in the Control Panel and
pressing the ON/OFF side of the button. Once you are in the
Toolbox, all the keys with text on them are "tools" which allow
you to change the AlphaTalker II's different settings so that you can
tailor the device to your individual needs.

On page 31 you learned how to "read" the Toolbox.  Any key that
has a choice of options on it has a small light bulb beside the
default option (the option on top).  The LED is lit when a default is
in use.  If a key only has one choice, the LED is lit when the tool is
turned On.  For example, SCAN MODE 1 is the scanning default.
This LED is lit when you first receive your AlphaTalker II.  If you
switch to SCAN MODE 2, the light goes out.  The LED for
AUDITORY PROMPTS ON/OFF is not lit when you receive the
AlphaTalker II because the default is OFF.  If you turn AUDITORY

PROMPTS on, the LED lights.

The following pages describe each of the Toolbox tools that you
have not learned about already, and how to use them.
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Possible icons for next selection 
are lit.  Select an icon.

Icons that begin messages are lit. 
Select an icon.

AlphaTalker II speaks the message.

Icon Prediction

Activate the icon that is lit.

Icon prediction works the same way 
whether there are two or three icons 
in a sequence.

Icon Prediction
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Icon Prediction Lets You Know Where
You Have Messages Stored
If you have stored a message or two, you have probably noticed
that some LEDs on the keyboard remain lit even if you aren't
scanning or pressing them.  These lights are telling you that the
keys they designate are possible selections for messages.  In this
way Icon Prediction helps you to remember where you have
messages stored.  Icon Prediction ON is the default.

For example, let's say you have the message, "Leave me alone!"

stored under the icons, �(SENTENCE)�f(YOU).

The LED for the icon ��is lit.  If you activate this icon, the

LED for f lights.  Activate f�and the message is spoken.

Before you select any keys, all the icons that begin icon sequences
where messages are stored are lit.  Once you activate a key, only
those icons which are possible selections for the next icon in a
sequence are lit.  When you select one of these keys, only the icons
which are possible selections for the third icon in a sequence are lit
(this is usually only one icon).  Once the third icon (or whatever
the last icon in a sequence is) is selected, the AlphaTalker II speaks
the message and Icon Prediction will return to lighting all the icons
that begin icon sequences where messages are stored.

You can turn Icon Prediction Off in the Toolbox.  Remove the
keyguard and overlay.  In the Control Panel, press SELECT. Step to
TOOLS.  Press the ON/OFF side of the SELECT button. Activate the
ICON PREDICTION key in the Toolbox.  It toggles between On and
Off. The first activation turns it Off (the light goes out). The next
activation turns it On and the LED lights.
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With Predictive Selection On,  
when you select a key that is 
not  lit, the key will not work. 
 
Predictive Selection helps you 
to make correct selections.

If you select this key
it will not work and nothing will 
happen.  Only lighted keys 
will work.

Predictive Selection works for 
all selection techniques.

Predictive Selection

Predictive Selection
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Predictive Selection Lets You Scan to
Where Messages Are Stored
6XPPDU\�
:KHQ�WKLV�LV�WXUQHG�2Q��RQO\�WKRVH�NH\V�ZKHUH�PHVVDJHV�DUH
VWRUHG�DUH�DFWLYH�

When Predictive Selection is turned On, only keys where messages
are stored are active.  This means that if you are using KEYBOARD

or HEADPOINTING and you activate a key where no message has
been stored, the key will not do anything—it won't even beep or
light.  If you are scanning, the AlphaTalker II will only scan to keys
that have messages stored under them.

If you turn Icon Prediction On along with Predictive Selection the
AlphaTalker II lights only those icons where messages are stored
and you will be able to see which keys are active (all the keys with
lighted LEDs).  These lighted icons are the only keys on the
keyboard that can produce a response.  This means that if you are
scanning, the AlphaTalker II scans only the lighted keys.  If you are
using direct selection (headpointing or the keyboard) you will only
be able to select lighted keys.  Unlighted keys will not work.

To Turn Predictive Selection On:
1. Remove the keyguard and overlay from the AlphaTalker II.
2. Go to the Control Panel and activate SELECT.  Step to TOOLS.

Activate the ON/OFF side to turn the Toolbox On.
3. Activate PREDICTIVE SELECTION (D-3).
4. Return to the Control Panel and turn the Toolbox Off (press

SELECT, then the ON/OFF side).
5. Replace the overlay and keyguard.
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DISABLE 
KEYS 
On.

Turn

DISABLE KEYS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

When DISABLE KEYS is On, all the 
lights in the Toolbox will light.

Press the key you want to disable. 
Its light will go out .

If you change your mind, you can just  
press the key again to re-enable it. 

Repeat Step #2 until you have dis- 
abled all the keys you want to.

Activate any key in the Control Panel 
to exit the Toolbox.

Activate SELECT, then ON/OFF to turn 
the Toolbox Off.

6.

CA Good Idea:

If a key on your overlay is not working,  open 
the Toolbox.  If the DISABLE KEYS LED is lit,  
it means you have some disabled keys.  
Check to see if the key on your overlay has 
been disabled.

Toolbox

How to Use the DISABLE KEYS Tool
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DISABLE KEYS ON/OFF —This Tool Allows
Any Key On the Keyboard To Be
Disabled (or not usable)
6XPPDU\�
7KLV�WRRO�DOORZV�\RX�WR�WXUQ�RII�VSHFLILF�NH\V��6HOHFW�',6$%/( .(<6�
6HOHFW�WKH�LQGLYLGXDO�NH\V�\RX�ZDQW�WR�GLVDEOH��6HOHFW�WKH�21�2))
VLGH�RI�WKH 6(/(&7 21�2)) EXWWRQ LQ�WKH�&RQWURO�3DQHO�WR�H[LW�

When a key is disabled, nothing will happen if it is activated.

To Disable a Key:
1. Remove the keyguard and overlay.  Turn the Toolbox On in the

Control Panel by pressing SELECT and stepping to TOOLS.
When the LED flashes, press the ON/OFF side.

2. Go to the Toolbox and activate the DISABLE KEYS tool.  All the
keys which are currently enabled (usable) will light up.

3. Activate the first key you wish to disable. Its LED goes out.  If
you change your mind, activate the key again.  Its light will re-
light and it will be usable. Continue until you have disabled all
the keys you want.

4. To stop disabling keys go to the Control Panel and activate any
key in the Control Panel to get out of the Toolbox.  Do not
activate the DISABLE KEYS tool to quit disabling keys.  The
AlphaTalker II will just think that it is a key you want to
disable.

5. Now activate SELECT.  When the TOOLS LED starts to flash,
activate the ON/OFF side to close the Toolbox.

If a key on your overlay isn't working, open the toolbox.  If the
DISABLE KEYS tool is lit, you may have disabled the key that won't
work.  Try turning it back on in the Toolbox, following the steps
above.
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*KEY 
OR 

CONTENT 
PROMPT

KEY PROMPT 
is the default

*KEY 
OR 

CONTENT 
PROMPT

Content  
Prompt

=

=

A-1,  A-2,  A-3, 
 

AUDITORY 
PROMPTS 

ON/OFF 

AUDITORY PROMPTS OFF 
is the Default.  No 
prompts are spoken.

AUDITORY 
PROMPTS 
ON/OFF 

When AUDITORY PROMPTS 
is ON, KEY or CATEGORY 
prompts will be spoken. 

AUDITORY PROMPTS

Pre-recorded

SUN,  EYE,  YES 
 

You recordOR

 My name is Taylor.

You record

ROW 1, FAMILY 
ROW 2, SCHOOL

Speaks message

MODIFY 
CATEGORY 

PROMPT

=

MODIFY 
KEY 

PROMPT 
Key Prompt =

Category 
Prompt

=

=

AUDITORY PROMPTS ON Lets You Hear Key,
Content or Category Prompts
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Create Auditory Prompts for Individual
Keys
6XPPDU\�
$VVLJQ�D�VSRNHQ�SURPSW�WR�DQ\�NH\�E\�XVLQJ�WKH�$XGLWRU\
3URPSW�WRRO���<RX�FDQ�XVH�SURPSWV�ZLWK�DQ�HDUSKRQH�

You can assign spoken prompts to individual keys or to rows and
columns of keys.  Spoken prompts are an aid to learning key
locations.  You can hear the prompts through the regular speaker or
you can plug an earphone into the jack labeled EAR on the top of
the AlphaTalker II.  The EAR VOLUME knob controls the earphone
volume .

KEY PROMPT/CONTENT PROMPT  Tool—KEY PROMPT is the
default.  With AUDITORY PROMPTS ON, whenever you press a key
you hear pre-recorded location codes (e.g., "A-1", "C-3") or any
individual key prompts you have recorded such as icon names
(e.g., "SUN", "LOVE").

With CONTENT PROMPT, you hear any message that is stored when
the last icon of a sequence is activated.  You do not record content
prompts—the prompt becomes whatever message is already stored.

MODIFY KEY PROMPT —Use this tool to record a prompt for each
key, such as "SUN", "LOVE", etc. You can also erase and review
prompts.

MODIFY CATEGORY PROMPTS —Use this tool to record, erase or
review a category prompt for a row or column of keys.  For
example, suppose Row 1 contains mostly family information
(family icons, family messages);  you might record a prompt that
says, "Row 1, Family".  Row 2 might be "Row 2, School".  You
can also erase or review prompts.  When Auditory prompts are
turned ON, the AlphaTalker II speaks these category prompts.  If
you are scanning, you can record prompts for both rows and
columns.
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KEY 
OR 

CONTENT 
PROMPT

is the default.  AlphaTalker II speaks pre- 
recorded location codes (e.g., "G-1" or 
"C-4") when a key is activated. 

when this is On, the AlphaTalker II will 
speak, for a prompt, any message stored 
under the key you activate.

AUDITORY 
PROMPTS 
ON/OFF

 

AUDITORY PROMPTS

To RECORD
press STORE;  press key where you want new  prompt  
to go;  press and hold  RECORD;  speak prompt; release 
RECORD.

To ERASE
press key to be erased;  press ERASE; hear beep;  press  
ERASE again. 
To REVIEW
press key to be reviewed,  listen, press next key.

Auditory Prompts must be ON 
in order to hear any prompts.

The default is OFF

To Start Modifying Keys, ALWAYS
A.  Open the Toolbox in the Control Panel 
B.  Activate the MODIFY KEY (or CATEGORY) PROMPT tool  

To Quit Modifying Keys,  ALWAYS
Go to the Control Panel and activate ON/OFF side of 
SELECT ON OFF key.  
All the LEDs in the Toolbox will light. 
Activate SELECT and ON/OFF to exit the Toolbox.

KEY PROMPT:

CONTENT PROMPT: 

Modify Auditory Prompts
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Modifying Auditory Prompts
To Modify a Key or Category Prompt, Always:
A. Remove the keyguard and overlay.  Open the Toolbox from the

Control Panel.
B. Activate the MODIFY KEY (or CATEGORY) PROMPTS tool. The

lights in the Toolbox all go out.
To Record a Prompt:
1. Activate the STORE key in the Control Panel.
2. Activate the key you want to record a prompt for.
3. Press and hold the RECORD button while speaking the prompt

for that key.  Release the RECORD button.
4. Repeat these steps for each key you want to prompt.
To Erase a Prompt:
1. Push and hold the key whose prompt you want to erase. Listen

to the prompt.
2. Activate ERASE in the Control Panel.
3. When you hear the beep, activate ERASE again.
4. Repeat these steps to continue erasing prompts.
To Review a Prompt:
1. Activate the key whose prompt you want to hear.
2. Activate the next key whose prompt you want to hear
When You Are Done Modifying Key Prompts, Always:
C. Activate ON/OFF in the Control Panel.  This takes you out of the

Modify Keys mode.
D. Activate SELECT and then ON/OFF to turn the Toolbox Off.

AUDITORY PROMPT ON/OFF —The default for this key is OFF.  To
hear any prompts you must turn this tool On. When you have
prompts ON and are using the keyboard or headpointer, press and
hold a key (or wait until the activation delay has passed) until you
hear the prompt.  Press the key again to select it and hear the
message (if any) for that key. If you are scanning, just scan to the
key.  The prompt will be spoken automatically.  Then press your
switch to select the key.
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BEEP

LIGHT

TOOLS

EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.

4 LOC

Open the 
Toolbox1

TOOLBOX

TYPES OF FEEDBACK

Hear a beep each time you 
 press or scan keys. 
 
LEDs light each time you 
press or scan keys.

You may choose to have both the 
Beep and the Light turned ON.

BEEP = 

LIGHT = 

Turn 
BEEP 
and /or 
LIGHT 
On or  
Off

SELECT     ON/OFF

Press a Key and Hear a Beep/See a Light
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Change the Feedback You Hear/See
When You Activate Keys on the
Keyboard
6XPPDU\�
<RX�FDQ�FKDQJH�WKH�IHHGEDFN�\RX�KHDU�E\�WXUQLQJ�WKH�EHHS�2Q
RU�2II���<RX�FDQ�DOVR�WXUQ�WKH�OLJKW�2Q�RU�2II�

The AlphaTalker II is pre-set to beep when you press a key or scan
the rows and columns.  The LED associated with each key also
lights up when a key is pressed or scanned.  There may be times
when you don't want the beep (such as in a library) but you want
the light on.  Or perhaps you want the beep but not the light.  You
can turn these feedback cues On or Off in the Toolbox.

To Change the Feedback Cues:
1. Remove the keyguard and overlay.  Step to TOOLS in the

Control Panel.  Press the ON/OFF side to turn the Toolbox On.
2. Press the FEEDBACK BEEP tool (A-3) or FEEDBACK LIGHT

Tool (A-4).  The first press turns the key Off.  Press again to
turn the key On.

3. Press SELECT and then the ON/OFF side to turn the Toolbox
Off.
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SYSTEM 
LOCK 

Close theToolbox.  The LED goes 
out and the System is locked.

TO TURN THE SYSTEM BACK ON

Press ON/OFF to open the Toolbox.

Open theToolbox in the Control Panel.1.

Toolbox

SYSTEM 
LOCK 

Press 
SYSTEM LOCK  
key (H-3).

2.

3.

1. Press SELECT to turn 
TOOLBOX LED On.

2.

3. Press SYSTEM LOCK (H-3) to  
turn System back On.

Close Toolbox in Control Panel.

LOCK THE SYSTEM

Lock the AlphaTalker II's System
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SYSTEM LOCK  Allows You to Lock the
Control Panel and the Toolbox
6XPPDU\�
/RFN�WKH�&RQWURO�3DQHO�DQG�WKH�7RROER[�E\�SUHVVLQJ�WKH�6<67(0
/2&.�NH\�LQ�WKH�7RROER[�

Once you get the AlphaTalker II set up the way you want it, you
probably won't want someone else's curious fingers pressing the
keys and inadvertently erasing messages, changing settings or
wasting memory by holding down the RECORD button by mistake.

You can lock the Control Panel and the Toolbox so that none of
the keys (except ON/OFF/I/O and TOOLS) can be used.

To Lock the AlphaTalker II System
1. Remove the keyguard and overlay.  Press SELECT in the

Control Panel and step to TOOLS. Press the ON/OFF side.
2. In the Toolbox, press the SYSTEM LOCK key (H-3).  The LED

lights. (If you decide not to lock the system, you can just press
SYSTEM LOCK again to turn the tool Off.)

3. Return to the Control Panel and activate SELECT, then the
ON/OFF side.  This turns the Toolbox Off. The system is now
locked.  The only key in the Control Panel or Toolbox that
reacts if pressed is the SELECT key.  If pressed it only lights the
TOOLS light.  The keyboard can still be used for
communication, however.

To Turn the System Back On:
1. Press SELECT.  The Toolbox LED lights.
2. Press the ON/OFF side.
3. Press LOCK in the Toolbox.
4. Press SELECT.
5. Press the ON/OFF side to turn the Toolbox Off.
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Open theToolbox in the Control Panel.1.

TOOLBOX

AUTO 
POWER 
DOWN 

Press AUTO POWER 
DOWN key (H-4) to 
turn AUTO POWER 
DOWN Off

2.

3. Close theToolbox.  

AUTO 
POWER 
DOWN

=
AlphaTalker II goes Off  
after 2 minutes  if no key  
activations are made (this 
is the default).

=
AlphaTalker II never goes 
Off unless you turn it Off in 
the Control Panel . 

ON/ 
OFF

= If system is turned Off using 
the Control Panel ON/OFF/I/O key 
then, 

ON/ 
OFF = it must be turned back on using 

the Control Panel ON/OFF/I/O key.

AUTO 
POWER 
DOWN

I
O

I
O

You Can Turn AUTO POWER DOWN to Off
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AUTO POWER-DOWN Tells the AlphaTalker
II to Power Down Automatically After 2
Minutes
6XPPDU\�
:KHQ�WKLV�WRRO�LV�2Q�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,�DXWRPDWLFDOO\�SRZHUV
GRZQ��WXUQV�RII��DIWHU���PLQXWHV�LI�QR�DFWLYDWLRQV�DUH�PDGH�
$FWLYDWH�D�NH\�RU�VZLWFK�WR�WXUQ�LW�EDFN�21�

The AlphaTalker II is programmed to power down (go Off) if no
activations are made after 2 minutes.  This is a way to help
conserve the batteries. When the AlphaTalker II powers down it
still monitors some of its systems, so some battery energy is being
used.

The AUTO POWER-DOWN tool defaults to On.  This means the LED
was lit when you received your AlphaTalker II.  When the device
powers down, you can power it back up (turn it On) simply by
activating any key on the keyboard or by activating a single or dual
switch.

If you turn the AUTO POWER-DOWN tool to OFF in the Toolbox, the
AlphaTalker II will never turn Off automatically.  The only way tto
turn it Off or back On is by activating the ON/OFF/I/O key in the
Control Panel (see page 19).

To Turn AUTO POWER DOWN to OFF:
1. Remove the keyguard and overlay.  Step to TOOLS in the 

Control Panel. Press the ON/OFF side to turn the 
Toolbox On.

2. Press AUTO POWER DOWN in the toolbox.  The LED goes 
out.

3. Press SELECT and then the ON/OFF side in the Control Panel to 
turn the Toolbox Off.

4. To turn AUTO POWER DOWN back On, repeat these steps.
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Open the 
Toolbox

1.

RESET 
DEFAULTS

Press 
RESET DEFAULTS 
key (H-2)

2.

3.

Defaults are automatically reset.

TOOLS

EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.

4 LOC

Close the 
Toolbox

(Light Off)

   TOOLS

EXT. SP.

32 LOC.

8 LOC.

4 LOC

SELECT ON/OFF

SELECT ON/OFF

Reset Defaults

TOOLBOX

Reset Defaults in the Toolbox
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Reset All the Defaults to their Original
Values
6XPPDU\�
<RX�FDQ�UHWXUQ�DOO�RI�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,
V�VHWWLQJV�EDFN�WR�WKHLU
GHIDXOWV�DW�RQH�WLPH�E\�SUHVVLQJ�5(6(7 '()$8/76�

You may discover that you have made a lot of changes in the
AlphaTalker II's original settings.  Perhaps you have changed
selection techniques and/or many of the selection technique
options.  Perhaps you have disabled a number of keys or changed
the auditory feedback and now you wish you had all the original
settings back.

Instead of changing all these settings by hand, you can activate the
RESET DEFAULTS tool and the AlphaTalker II will automatically
reset to all of the original settings.  This can save a lot of time and
frustration.

To Reset the AlphaTalker II to its Default Settings:
1. Remove the keyguard and overlay.  Step to TOOLS in the

Control Panel using the SELECT button.  Press the ON/OFF side
to turn the Turn the Toolbox On .

2. Activate the RESET DEFAULTS (H-2)key in the Toolbox.
3. Turn the Toolbox Off in the Control Panel by pressing SELECT.

When the LED flashes, press the ON/OFF side.
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Keyboard Emulation
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6DYH 0HPRU\�

Before You Begin Keyboard Emulation
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About Keyboard Emulation
6XPPDU\�
8VH�D�NH\ERDUG�HPXODWRU��OLNH�WKH�7�7$0��ZLWK�\RXU�$OSKD7DONHU
WR�FRQWURO�D�FRPSXWHU��<RX�FDQ�DOVR�XVH�LW�ZLWK�(QYLURQPHQWDO
&RQWURO�8QLWV�OLNH�WKH�',5(&725�

Keyboard Emulation allows you to set up the AlphaTalker II
keyboard so that it functions like a computer keyboard and
therefore allows you to use a computer.  It also lets you use the
AlphaTalker II to run environmental control units (ECU's) like the
Director or the Control-1.  You must have the MTI software and a
keyboard emulator like the T-TAM or an ECU in order to use
Keyboard Emulation.  Once you have created an overlay you will
not have to use the MTI unless you want to go back and modify the
original overlay or create a new one.

ÄNotes:
If you have an Apple computer you have to create the emulation
overlay on a Macintosh or IBM computer.  Once the overlay is
created you will load it into the AlphaTalker II and can then
connect the T-TAM, the Apple and the AlphaTalker II and use the
emulation overlay.

When you are using Keyboard Emulation you cannot store or
speak messages.  You must turn the Keyboard Emulation tool OFF

in order to use the AlphaTalker II for speaking.

Before you begin to create an emulation overlay, know what the
computer (or ECU) commands are that you want to put on the
overlay.  The next step is to save the vocabulary in the
AlphaTalker II first .  Use the MTI to SAVE MEMORY.  Once the
memory has been saved press F10 or click on "Return to
Beginning" to return to the beginning screen.  (See the AlphaTalker
section of the MTI Manual for MTI instructions; emulation
instructions begin on page 121 of this manual.)
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Set the Baud Rate
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Set the Baud Rate from the Toolbox
6XPPDU\�
7KH�GHIDXOW�EDXG�UDWH�LV���������%DXG�5DWH�NH\V�DUH�PDUNHG
ZLWK�D��FRPSXWHU��LFRQ��%DXG�UDWHV�IRU�D�FRPSXWHU�DQG
$OSKD7DONHU�PXVW�PDWFK�

When the AlphaTalker II and a computer are connected, they send
information to each other through their serial ports.  How fast the
information travels from one serial port to the other is called the
Baud Rate.  The baud rate can be slow (300) or it can be very fast
(57600).  The important thing is that the baud rate for your
emulator and the baud rate for the AlphaTalker II must be the
same.

The default baud rate for the AlphaTalker II is 57600.  If you try a
Memory Transfer and it doesn't work, first look in the operator's
manual for your computer to find out the computer's baud rate.
You change the AlphaTalker II's baud rate to match the computer's.

To Change the Baud Rate:
1. Remove the keyguard and overlay.  Press SELECT in the

Control Panel and step to TOOLS.  Press the ON/OFF side to
turn the Toolbox On.

2. Press SET BAUD RATE in the Toolbox.  All the LEDs in the
Toolbox go out except the current baud rate.  This also
flashes.

3. Notice the numbers in the top right corners of keys C-4, D-4,
E-4 and F-4.  Each of these numbers is a baud rate.  If you
want the current baud rate (where the LED is lit) just activate
that key.  If you want a different baud rate, activate the key
with the number on it that you want.

4. When you select a baud rate, that LED flashes for a few
seconds.  When the light goes out, you can continue to use the
Toolbox or you can go to the Control Panel and turn the
Toolbox Off by pressing SELECT and then the ON/OFF side
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Â

See the Reminders on the facing page
for important keyboard emulation

information!
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Hints for Successful Keyboard Emulation
ÂAlways save the AlphaTalker's vocabulary first.

ÂOnce you save the emulation overlay, you must load it into the
AlphaTalker.  Use the MTI.

ÂWhen you are ready to use the emulation overlay, set the
AlphaTalker's baud rate to the same rate that your emulator uses.

ÂAbout Entering Emulation Commands:
You must type the overlay commands in the language that your
keyboard emulator or ECU understands.  For example,  all
keyboard emulator manuals tell you that to program an "UP" key,
you must press the ESCAPE key on the computer, type UP and then
type a period(.).

The DIRECTOR manual tells you that you must start each command
with NULL (CTRL@) ESC and then continue with specific
instructions until you end with a period.  (On those Macintosh's
which do not have a Control key you must use the •  (Command)
key.)

For more information about entering commands correctly, read the
manual that came with your emulator or ECU.

Â8 and 4 Location Emulation Overlays:
With an 8 or 4 Location emulation overlay, you must program your
instructions into the upper left corner key in each block of keys.

ÂWhen you are using keyboard emulation you cannot speak or
store messages.  You must turn KEYBOARD EMULATION Off in the
Toolbox before you can speak or store.  You can assign the
KEYBOARD EMULATION tool to a key on your overlay if you would
like to have it handy. ÂRemember, if you assign KEYBOARD

EMULATION to a key, you cannot assign an emulation command to
that key when you are creating your emulation.
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K e y b o a r d  E m u l a t i o n  S t e p s

IB M

After the memory transfer, press <F10> on
computer keyboard.
Press <F9> (Keyboard Emulation) on the
computer keyboard.

Select the file you want to use for emulation.
(Use the vocabulary file you just saved.)

Type the commands you want  to use onto
the emulation overlay on the computer.

Press <F5> to save the overlay.
Load the overlay (with AlphaTalker II
vocabulary) back into the AlphaTalker II
using the MTI and LOADMEMORY  in the
Toolbox.

Disconnect the MTI cable and connect your
keyboard emulator or Environmental Control
Unit.
Turn KEYBOARDEMULATION On in the
Toolbox  and select the correct BAUD
RATE.

Now you can use the AlphaTalker II to
run a computer or an ECU.

Save the AlphaTalker II memory.  Use the
MTI and SAVEMEMORY in the  Toolbox.

With an 8 or 4 Location emulation overlay
you must program instructions into the
upper left corner  key in each block of keys

Ü N o t e :
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Keyboard Emulation-IBM

Remove the keyguard and overlay. Use the MTI program, to save
the AlphaTalker II's vocabulary  first  (see the MTI Manual),
then:

1. Press F9 on the computer keyboard (DOS, 3.1) or select
Keyboard Emulation (Windows).

2. Select the file you want to use for emulation (we suggest you
use the just saved vocabulary file).

3. Create the emulation overlay.  Select squares on the computer
screen by pressing the arrow keys on the computer keyboard.
Type the directions you want the key to contain. You may type
up to 63 characters per key, but only a few of them will show
on the overlay squares.

4. When you have finished, you can exit the program without
saving the emulation (practice) or you can save the emulation
by pressing F5.

5. Load the saved emulation back into the AlphaTalker II.
Turn the Toolbox On.  Activate LOAD MEMORY (F4) and
follow the directions on your computer screen.

6. When the file is loaded, exit the MTI program, disconnect the
MTI cable and connect your keyboard emulator or ECU to the
AlphaTalker II and the computer (see the emulator manual).

7. Turn the Toolbox On in the Control Panel.  Activate BAUD

RATE in the Toolbox and then the baud rate that your
emulator uses (usually 300 or 1200).  Turn KEYBOARD

EMULATION (D4) ON.  Make sure the program you want to use
is running on your computer or in the case of an ECU, that the
ECU is turned On.

ÂWith an 8 or 4 location emulation overlay you must program
instructions into the upper left corner key in each block of keys.
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Keyboard Emulation Steps
Macintosh

Save the AlphaTalker's memory.  Use
thMTI-MAC and SAVE MEMORY

(E4)
 in the

Toolbox.

Click on "Keyboard Emulation"
Select the file you want to use for

l ior type in new name.  (Use the vocabulary
file you just

d )Click on the key (s) you want to use.  Type
the emulation commands you want  to

Click on "Save" or "Cancel"

Load the overlay (with AlphaTalker
IIvocabulary) back into the AlphaTalker using
the MTI-6 and LOAD MEMORY (F4)  in the
AlphaTalkerToolbox .

Disconnect the MTI cable and connect your
keyboard emulator or Environmental Control
Unit.
Turn KEYBOARD EMULATION On in the
Toolbox and select the correct BAUD
RATE.

Now you can use the AlphaTalker II to
run a computer or an ECU

After the memory transfer, click on "Return
to beginning".

With an 8 or 4 Location emulation overlay
you must program instructions into the
upper left  key in each block of keys

Â Note:
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Keyboard Emulation—Macintosh
Remove the keyguard and overlay. Boot up the MTI program.
Always save the AlphaTalker II's vocabulary first  (see the MTI
Manual), then click on "Return to beginning".

1. Click on 'Keyboard Emulation".
2. Click on the file you want to use (use the vocabulary file you

just saved) and type in a name for the file, if asked.  Press
<RETURN>.

3. Select keys on the computer screen by clicking on them.  Type
the directions you want the key to contain.  You may type up to
63 characters per key, but only a few of them will show on the
overlay squares.

4. When you have finished, you can exit the program without
saving the emulation ("Cancel") or you can save the emulation
by clicking on "Save".

5. Once you save the emulation, load it back into the
AlphaTalker II . Turn the Toolbox On.  Activate LOAD

MEMORY (F4) and follow the directions on your computer
screen.

6. When the file is loaded, exit the MTI program, disconnect the
MTI cable and connect your keyboard emulator or ECU to the
AlphaTalker II and the computer (see the emulator manual).

7. Turn the Toolbox On in the Control Panel.  Activate BAUD

RATE (C4) in the Toolbox and then the baud rate that your
emulator uses (usually 300 or 1200).  Turn KEYBOARD

EMULATION (D4) ON.  Make sure the program you want to use
is running on your computer or in the case of an ECU, that the
ECU is turned On.

ÂWith an 8 or 4 location emulation overlay you must program
instructions into the upper left corner key in each block of keys.
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Copy the ASSIGN KEYBOARD EMULATION Key
from the Toolbox to Your overlay
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Copy the ASSIGN KEYBOARD EMULATION

Key from the Toolbox to Your Overlay

If you would like to have the KEYBOARD EMULATION tool on your
regular AlphaTalker II overlay, you can copy the ASSIGN

KEYBOARD EMULATION key (G4) from the Toolbox to your
overlay.  Once this key is copied on your overlay, you use it the
same way you use the KEYBOARD EMULATION tool in the Toolbox.
That is, you just activate the key on your overlay where you copied
ASSIGN KEYBOARD EMULATION to put the AlphaTalker II into
keyboard emulation.  To exit keyboard emulation you just activate
the key again.

When you copy a key from the Toolbox to your overlay you can
still use the key in the Toolbox if you want, as well as the key on
your overlay.

To Copy the ASSIGN KEYBOARD EMULATION  Key to Your
Overlay:
1. Press SELECT in the Control Panel and step to TOOLS.  Press

the ON/OFF side to open the Toolbox.
2. Press STORE in the Control Panel.
3. The three keys in the Toolbox that you can copy to your

overlay light up.  Press the ASSIGN KEYBOARD EMULATION

key.
4. Press the key on your overlay where you want to put ASSIGN

KEYBOARD EMULATION. (Icon Prediction allows you to see
where you have blank keys.  No LEDs will be lit at the blank
keys.)

5. You hear three quick beeps.  This tells you that the keyboard
emulation key has been copied onto your overlay.

6. Turn the Toolbox Off in the Control Panel. (Press SELECT.
When the TOOLS light flashes, press the ON/OFF side.)



���
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A     B      C     D      E       F      G     H

1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4

1. Open the Toolbox in the Control  
    Panel. 
2. Press SYSTEM INFORMATION (F-3) 
    in the Toolbox.   

2 minutes, 17 seconds 
record time remaining.

AlphaTalker 

Appendix A:  System Information Tells You
How Much Recording Time is Left
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Appendix A:   Activate SYSTEM

INFORMATION to Find Out How Much
Recording Time Is Left
6XPPDU\�
$FWLYDWH�WKH�6<67(0 ,1)250$7,21�WRRO�WR�KHDU�WKH
$OSKD7DONHU�,,�VSHDN�WKH�DPRXQW�RI�WLPH��PHPRU\��OHIW�WR�EH
XVHG�IRU�UHFRUGLQJ���7KH�DPRXQW�RI�UHFRUGLQJ��WLPH�OHIW�LV�JLYHQ
IRU�ZKLFKHYHU�VSHHFK�PRGH�\RX�DUH�FXUUHQWO\�LQ��6WDQGDUG�RU
([WHQGHG��

The SYSTEM INFORMATION tool is programmed to speak the
amount of recording time (memory) that is left in the AlphaTalker
II.  The AlphaTalker II can figure out how much memory is left
whether you are using just the internal memory or both the internal
memory and a memory card (see next page for information about
memory cards).  For example, if you are using only the internal
memory in Standard speech and you activate SYSTEM

INFORMATION the AlphaTalker II might say, "5 minutes 17
seconds record time remaining."  If you have added a memory card
to the AlphaTalker II, you might hear, "15 minutes, 8 seconds
record time remaining."

The AlphaTalker II tells you the remaining amount of recording
time in whichever speech mode you are currently using.  If you are
using Extended speech, you hear the amount of recording time left
for Extended speech and if you are using Standard speech, you hear
the amount of recording time left for recording in Standard speech.

If you activate the key a second time, the AlphaTalker II tells you
the software version it is using.

This tool helps you to plan what, and how many, messages you
might want to store (or erase).
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1. Open the right-hand door. 
 
2. Place the memory card into 
   AlphaTalker II.  Fit the back end  
   of the card in first, then plug  
   the connector at the top of the  
   card into the connector in the  
   AlphaTalker II. 
 
3. Replace the door. 
 
4. The ERASE and TOOLBOX 
    LED's should light for about 
    one minute while the Alpha- 
    Talker II accepts the memory  
    card.  This is normal.  While 
    the LEDs are lit, you may  
    not use the AlphaTalker II. 

Back of AlphaTalker II

Place 
card 
in here

Connect card here

Appendix B:  Add Memory With a
Memory Card
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Appendix B: A Memory Card Adds More
Memory to the AlphaTalker II
A memory card gives you 14.5 minutes more of Standard speech or
25 minutes more of Extended speech.  You can order a memory
card from PRC.

7WARNING!
Before you add a Memory Card you must:  UNPLUG THE
BATTERY CHARGER  and TURN THE ALPHATALKER II
OFF using the ON/OFF/I/O key in the Control Panel.

Place the AlphaTalker II face down in front of you.  On the back of
the device you see two doors.  Remove the door on the right .  The
memory card goes inside this space.  The connector on the end of
the memory card fits the connector you can see inside the
AlphaTalker II.  You may want to slide the back end of the card in
first and then plug the connectors together.  Make sure the memory
card fits tightly into the connector.  Replace the door.  Plug the
battery charger back in if necessary and turn the AlphaTalker II
back ON using the ON/OFF/I/O button in the Control Panel. When
the TOOLBOX and ERASE lights go out, you may use the
AlphaTalker II.

When the memory card is installed, any new vocabulary you record
will go where there is the most memory space—this will most
likely be in the memory card.  However, some new vocabulary may
be stored into the AlphaTalker II's original memory if there is
room.

In practical terms this means that if you remove the memory card
after you have stored new vocabulary you can't be certain what
vocabulary will remain in the AlphaTalker II's internal memory and
what vocabulary will leave if you remove the memory card.
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Add an External 
Speaker 

Earphone 
Microphone

SPEAKER:    must fit a 3.5 millimeter mono jack 
                  must be an 8 ohm speaker

EARPHONE:   must fit a 2.5 millimeter mono jack

MICROPHONE:   must fit a 3.5 millimeter mono jack

Appendix C:  Connect an External
Microphone, Speaker and/or Earphone

ÂWarning!
Do not plug an earphone into the EXTERNAL

SPEAKER jack.
This could cause damage to your hearing.
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Appendix C:  Adding an External
Microphone, Speaker and/or Earphone
6XPPDU\�
<RX�FDQ�FRQQHFW�DQ�H[WHUQDO�PLFURSKRQH��DQ�H[WHUQDO�VSHDNHU
DQG�RU�DQG�H[WHUQDO�HDUSKRQH�WR�WKH�$OSKD7DONHU�,,�

You can connect an external microphone, speaker and/or earphone
to the AlphaTalker II.  Their connectors must fit into the following
jacks on the back of the AlphaTalker II:

External Microphone jack:  3.5 millimeter, mono
External Speaker:  use an 8 ohm speaker;  jack is a 3.5 millimeter

mono
Earphone jack:  2.5 millimeter, mono.

Prentke Romich Company makes a remote microphone which will
fit the AlphaTalker II's microphone jack.  You can order this from
PRC. You can also ask at various electronic supply or electronic
equipment stores for microphones, speakers and earphones which
might be compatible with the AlphaTalker II jacks.
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STORE
1.  Select standard or  
     extended speech. 
2.  Press STORE. 
3.  Press icon  
     sequence. 
4.  Press RECORD,  
     speak message,  
     release RECORD. 
   

ERASE

2.  Press icon sequence of the  
     message you want to erase. 
3.  Press ERASE. 
4.  Hear the warning beep. 
5.  Press ERASE again and the  
     message will be erased. 
6.  If you decide not to erase    
     after you hear the warning  
     beep, press any key in the  
     Control Panel except  ERASE 
      to exit erase mode.

REVIEW
 
1.  Press and release the  
     REVIEW button. 
2.  Last message stored 
     or spoken will be  
     reviewed. 
3.  Press REVIEW to  
     hear the next message.

1.  Press ERASE.

Appendix D:  STORE, ERASE and REVIEW

at a Glance
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Appendix D:   STORE, REVIEW and ERASE at
a Glance

TO STORE
1. Select Standard or Extended speech in Control Panel.
2. Press the STORE button.
3. Press the icon sequence you want to use.
4. Press and hold the RECORD button and speak the message.

Release the RECORD button as soon as you have finished
speaking.

5. Press the REVIEW button to test the message.
If you don't like the recording, see the ERASE instructions.

TO REVIEW
1. Press and release the REVIEW button in the Control Panel.
2. AlphaTalker II speaks the last message stored or spoken and

the location code of the message.
3. Press REVIEW to listen to the next message.
4. Press the ERASE button when you have heard a message if you

want to erase it.

TO ERASE
1. Press ERASE in the Control Panel.
2. Press the icon sequence of the message you want to erase.
3. Press ERASE.
4. You hear a beep.  Press ERASE again.  The message is erased.
5. If, after hearing the warning beep you decide not to erase, press

any key in the Control Panel except ERASE to exit Erase mode.
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Appendix E:  Troubleshooting Tips

Cleaning the AlphaTalker II

Regular Cleaning:
To keep the AlphaTalker II clean, wipe the device with a damp
(not wet) cloth.  Do not get water or soap into the speaker or
microphone.  The overlay protector can also be cleaned with a
damp sponge or a window cleanser such as Windex.® Clean the
keyguard in hot, soapy water.

Disinfecting:
To disinfect your equipment, mix ¼ cup vinegar with 1 cup water.
Wipe all equipment with a cloth dampened in this mixture.  Allow
the equipment to air dry.

Batteries
The AlphaTalker II will speak 'Batteries are low" when the
batteries are low.  This will be spoken at the end of any messages
you speak.  You can plug in the battery charger and continue to use
the AlphaTalker II.  See page 17 for more battery information.

ÂRemember to use only the battery charger that came with your
DeltaTalker (see page 17).

Replacing the Battery Pack
An AlphaTalker II battery pack must be ordered from the Prentke
Romich Company.

The battery pack is under the left door on the back of the
AlphaTalker II.  Remove the door and unplug the battery pack
from the battery connector.  Remove the battery pack.  You may
find unplugging the pack somewhat difficult.  You might want to
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remove the pack itself first and then pull firmly on the wires to
disconnect the pack from the connector.  Replace it with the new
battery pack.  We suggest you place the end of the battery pack
with the wires coming out of it in first.  Bring the wires under the
battery pack so that the pack is lying on top of the wires.  This
keeps the wires out of the way.  Plug the new pack in.

3Remember:
The NiCad battery pack must be disposed of properly.  If your
community/state has recycling regulations, the battery pack
must be recycled.

Troubleshooting Problems and Possible Solutions

Problem:  You have activated the ON/OFF side of the SELECT

ON/OFF key in the Control Panel but the Control Panel
lights are still on and no lights are lit on the keyboard.

Solution:  Any time you activate the ON/OFF side of the SELECT

ON/OFF key in the Control Panel you must activate any
key on the keyboard to make the icon prediction LEDs
light up or you can wait the few seconds it takes for the
Control Panel to time out. The icon prediction lights
will come on automatically.
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Problem:  You try to retrieve 32 location messages while you are
using an 8 or 4 location keyboard and nothing is
happening.

Solution: If you are in 8 or 4 location mode you can only retrieve
8 or 4 location messages.  To retrieve 32 location mode
messages you must go to the Control Panel and change
to 32 Location.  The AlphaTalker II does not allow you
to access the messages in a location mode which is
different from the one you are currently using.

Problem The keyboard is not responding.

Solution Predictive Selection is turned On and there are no
messages stored, so no keys are active.  Either store
some messages or turn Predictive Selection Off.

Solution KEYBOARD EMULATION is turned On but the
AlphaTalker won't speak.  Turn KEYBOARD

EMULATION Off and the AlphaTalker II will talk again.

Problem The MTI is not transferring or your keyboard
emulation is not working.

Solution Make sure the baud rates between the computer or the
keyboard emulator and the AlphaTalker II match.  Be
especially careful to check the baud rates of the
emulator and AlphaTalker II because the MTI can use
one baud rate while the emulator will use a slower one
and you may forget to change over to the emulator
baud rate.
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Appendix F:  Re-Position the Volume
Knobs Inside the Case
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Appendix F:  Reposition the Volume
Knobs from the Outside to the Inside of
the Case

If you wish, you can remove the volume knobs which stick out on
the back of the AlphaTalker II and reposition them inside the case.

To do this, turn the AlphaTalker II face down on a flat surface and
remove the door on the right.

Look into the opening, over the Memory Card holder, at the inside
of the back panel.  On this panel you will see two white circles
with two small black prongs in the middle.  These are the volume
knob holders.

With a pair of tweezers or needle-nosed pliers, squeeze together
the small black prongs of one of the knobs while pulling on the
knob from the outside of the case.  When the prongs squeeze
together you will be able to pull the knob out of the case.  Repeat
this process with the other volume knob.

Now, turn the knob around and push the prong end of each knob
into those same holes from the inside  of the case.  If the knobs do
not fit right away, just turn them until they slide into the holes.
The knobs are now secure on the inside of the case.  To use them
you will have to open the door and turn them from inside the case.
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Appendix G:  Technical Information
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Appendix G:  Technical Information
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Appendix G:  Technical Information
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Appendix H:  An Example of a 32
Location Emulation Overlay for Writing
a Story

A Story Writing Emulation  
for a 32 Location Overlay

ONCE UPON 
A TIME

THE LIKED TO EAT SCARE LITTLE 
CHILDREN

BIG, FAT, 
JUICY 
 WORMS

DELETE

LITTLE 
BOY HE LIVED NEXT DOOR IN CLOSET HID RAN .

LITTLE 
GIRL

BIG 
MONSTER

SHE WAS NICE MEAN JUMPED CAN'T 
HURT

RETURN

AND SAID WHY MEAN? FRIEND EAT YOU GO AWAY THE END
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Appendix I:  An Example of an 8
Location Emulation Overlay for a Game

A 4 Location Emulation Overlay  
for a Game

3H

f

The following computer access codes were assigned to every key 
within each Key Location on the overlay.  The assignments may 
be edited using your MTI disk. Choose AlphaTalker on the MTI 
and then clIck on  KEYBOARD EMULATION.  Open the emulation file 
on your MTI.  Use the computer keyboard to change the codes.

CLICK (space) UP ARROW DOWN ARROW

LEFT ARROW RIGHT ARROW RETURN

Key 1:     

Key 3:  

Key 5:

Key 7:

,click.

up.

left.

right.

Key 2: (space)

Key 4: down.

Key 6: (empty)

Key 8: ret.
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Index

Acceptance Time     31, 41, 56-59
Add Memory     133
AlphaTalker II    11

back   133, 139
cleaning   139
disinfecting   139
front   13
general information   11-31
top   15

Audible/Visual Feedback   107
Auditory Prompts   103-105
Auto Power Down   19, 39, 41, 111
Batteries

charging   17
changing  139
disposing of   139
warning   17, 148

Baud Rate   13, 119, 121, 123, 125,
141

Beeps
& light   107
copy tool   89, 127
erase   83, 91, 105, 137
error   75, 87
ON/OFF/I/O   19
scan   41-55
warning   81

CE environmental information   ii
Cleaning   139
Control Panel   19, 29
Disable Keys   101
Emulation, overlays   117-127,

147-148
Emulation, keyboard   117-127,

147-148
Erasing

auditory prompts   105
entire contents   91
messages   81, 137

tools   81
External Earphone   15, 135
External Microphone   15, 135
External Speaker   15, 135
Headpointing   35, 41
IBM Keyboard Emulation   123
IBM Memory Transfer   see MTI

Manual
Icon Prediction   97
Icons   21-25, 71, 77, 85-89
Keyboard Emulation   117-127,

147-148
Keyboard beep on/off   107
Keyboard light on/off   107
Keyguard   13, 63, 65
Light on/off   107
Location Codes   63
Load Memory

card   133
MTI   see MTI Manual

Macintosh Keyboard Emulation
125

Macintosh Memory Transfer   see
MTI Manual

Masked Icons   77
Memory, adding a card   133
Memory Card   133
Memory Full   69, 131
Memory Transfer   see MTI
Manual
Microphone

external   15, 135
internal   13, 71

Minspeak   11, 21-25
MTI

IBM   see MTI Manual
MAC   See MTI Manual

ON/OFF/I/O Key   iii, 19, 39, 41,
109, 111, 133
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ON/OFF  iii, 19
SELECT ON/OFF Key  29
Overlay

4 location  65
8 location  65
32 location   63
changing
   8/4   65
   32   27
emulation   117-127, 147-148
protector   13

Power Down   19, 111
Predictive Selection  99
Recording

level  71
messages   73, 79, 137
time left   139

Reset Defaults   113
Review Memory   83
Save Memory   see MTI Manual
Scanning

1 switch, scan mode 1   45
1 switch, scan mode 2   47
2 switch, scan mode 1   51
2 switch, scan mode 2   53
8/4 location   49
acceptance time  57
circular   49
linear   49
predictive selection    99
remote   43
scan mode 1   45, 51
scan mode 2   47, 53
speed   55
step   49

Scanning Speed   55
Selection Techniques

1 switch   45-47
2-Switch   51-53
8/4 location   49
choosing   37
headpointing   41

keyboard   39
remote   43
step   49

Software version number   131
Speaker, external   15, 135
Speech

standard   69
extended   69

Storing
messages   73
procedure   69-91, 137
tools   89, 127

Switches
connectors   15
dual or 2-switch   51-53
scan mode 1   51
scan mode 2   53

remote   43
single (1) switch  45-47
scan mode 1  45
8/4 location   49
scan mode 2   47

System Information   131
System Lock   109
Technical Information   144
Themes

about   85-89
copy THEME keys   89
clear   87
set   87

Tips
keyboard emulation   121
memory transfer   see MTI
Manual
storing   74-75

Toolbox   29-31
Tools

about   29-31
acceptance time   57
activation delay   61
auditory prompts   103-105
auto power down   111
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baud rate   119
disable keys   101
feedback beep   107
feedback light   107
icon prediction   97
keyboard emulation   117-127,
149
MTI-IBM    see MTI Manual
MTI-MAC    See MTI Manual
predictive selection   99
reset defaults   113
scanning speed   55
system information   131
system lock   109

Transfer Memory   see MTI
Manual
MTI-IBM   see MTI ManualMTI-
MAC   see MTI Manual
AlphaTalker II to AlphaTalker
II   see MTI Manual

Troubleshooting   139-141
Volume Control

earphone   15, 103
repositioning knobs   143
speaker   15

Zorro   91
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